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ABSTRACT 
The first objective of this study was to detect QTLs affecting agronomically 
important traits in the Fa plants of an elite, single-cross of maize (Zea mays L). The 
second objective was to compare QTL detection in the F2 and Fz s generations. The 
third objective was to compare QTL detection in two samples of Fa a lines derived 
from the same F2 population. 
Thirty-eight QTLs affecting five traits were identified in the F2 plants. The 
QTLs were associated with 6 to 43 % of the phenotypic variation. QTLs explaining 
more than 40 % of the variation were observed for plant height and ear height. Most 
plant height and ear height QTLs with large effects had additive gene actions. Gene 
actions for flowering traits included additive, partial dominance, dominance, and 
overdominance. The parental effects were usually in accordance with the 
phenotypes of the inbred parents. Ten digenic interactions were observed, 2 for 
plant height and 8 for anthesis. One dominant x additive interaction affected a plant 
height QTL. 
Eighty-six QTLs were detected across F2 and F2:3 generations. More QTLs 
were unique in the F2:3 than in the F2 generation. Evidence of consistent detection 
was observed at 22 of the 86 QTLs. Most QTLs that were common in the F2 and 
F2;3 generations had intermediate to strong association with phenotypic variation. 
Most parental effects were conserved across generations, but the magnitude of 
effects was usually smaller in the F2:3. 
viii 
Sampling variation influenced QTL detection across samples. Ninety-three 
QTLs were detected for plant stature and flowering across samples. Evidence of 
consistent detection was observed at 27 % (25 of 93) of the QTLs. For grain yield 
and yield components, seventy-one QTLs were detected across samples, only 
thirteen were common in both samples. Chromosome 6 was significantly associated 
with grain yield in both samples. The magnitudes of QTL effects were not always 
consistent when QTLs were detected in a region for both samples. Most QTLs 




Most morphological and reproductive characters in maize are quantitatively 
inherited. Quantitative genetic variation is associated with the segregation of 
polygenes with small individual effects influenced by the genetic background of the 
population and the environment. 
The molecular marker studies have increased the understanding of the 
genetic basis of the traits. The identification of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) across 
different genetic backgrounds has been an important subject of molecular marker 
studies. The long-term idea is to locate genes affecting quantitative traits so that the 
genes can be characterized, manipulated, and incorporated into breeding schemes. 
Genetic studies using molecular markers in maize have been reported. 
These include using molecular markers for grouping of parents (DUDLEY et a!., 
1991), detecting QTLs affecting anthocyanin pigmentation (SOURDILLE et al., 
1996), mapping QTLs controlling resistance to diseases (BOHN etal.. 1996; 
BUBECK, etal., 1993; JUNG etal., 1994; SAGHAI-MAROOF etal., 1996; SCHON 
etal., 1993), identifying QTLs in various environmental stress conditions (AGRAMA 
etal., 1996; AUSTIN and LEE, 1998a,b; REITER etal., 1991; VELDBOOM and 
LEE, 1996a,b), detecting QTLs controlling plant height, flowering, yield, and yield 
components (AJMONE-MARSAN etal., 1995; AUSTIN and LEE, 1996a,b; BEAVIS 
etal., 1991; KOESTER, etal., 1993; STUBER etal., 1987; VELDBOOM and LEE, 
1994), and assisting selection (STUBER, 1994; STROMBERG etal., 1994). 
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Genetic markers 
Previously, morphological markers were used to facilitate QTL detection in 
plant species. SAX (1923) conducted a pioneering QTL study with a morphological 
marker, seed-coat color, to detect the variation of seed size in Phaseolus vulgaris. 
RASMUSSON (1935) reported linkage between a quantitative trait, flowering time, 
and a major gene controlling flower color in peas {Pisum sativum L.). The 
application of morphological markers was faced with many restrictions. Including 
the number of markers (THODAY, 1961), the undesirable effects of many 
morphological marker phenotypes (DUDLEY, 1993), and the lack of an association 
between markers and the regions controlling important traits. 
The development of molecular marker systems has reduced the problems 
faced by the morphological markers. One of the first class of molecular markers 
was isozymes, a multiform enzyme having similar activities and substrates. 
Compared to morphological markers, the isozyme marker is able to detect more 
polymorphism. In addition, isozyme loci are commonly co-dominant. The detection 
of polymorphism can also be done quickly. The use of isozyme markers for 
identifying QTLs in maize has been reported (ABLER etai. 1991; EDWARDS et al., 
1987: STUBER et al., 1987). Yet, the application of isozymes for detecting QTL 
location in elite germplasm still has some limitations due to the limited number of 
Isozyme markers (DUDLEY, 1993) and the specificity of the enzyme system. 
The development of DNA-based markers called restriction fragment length 
polymorphisms (RFLPs) has provided a better tool to solve the limitations of 
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isozymes. The polymorphisms in the RFLP marker reflected the difference in 
molecular weight of homologous DNA fragments. RFLPs have several 
advantageous characteristics as genetic markers; (1) potentially, a large number of 
loci can be generated in an individual plant, (2) RFLP loci are generally neutral and 
have no epistatic effects, and (3) the environment has very limited effects on RFLP 
detection, since the evaluation is conducted at the DNA level (HELENTJARIS, 
1987). The RFLP markers were widely used for constructing genetic linkage maps 
in many different plant species. Later, the invention of the Polymerase Chain 
Reaction (PGR) has triggered the development of other efficient DNA-based 
markers, such as random amplified polymorphic DNA (WILLIAM et al., 1990), 
simple sequence repeat DNA (AKKAYA et al., 1992), and amplified fragment length 
polymorphism (VOS etal., 1995). 
Theoretical basis of QTL mapping 
Many significant works have addressed the theoretical bases of QTL 
mapping in plant species (THODAY, 1961; McMILLAN and ROBERTSON, 1974; 
SOLLER and BRODY, 1976; MARTINEZ and CURNOW, 1992; LUO and 
KEARSEY. 1992; MORENO-GONZALEZ, 1992; HALEY ef a/., 1994; JANSEN and 
STAM, 1994; WRIGHT and MOWERS, 1994; ZENG, 1994). 
MCMILLAN and ROBERTSON (1974) studied the power of detection on 
major genes influencing quantitative traits. During the detection of loci influencing 
quantitative traits, two possible errors should be considered, (1) the detection of loci 
that actually do not exist; and (2) the overestimation of the genetic effects. These 
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errors should be considered regardless the method used to detect QTLs. In the 
early study of QTL mapping, single marker analysis was used to detect QTLs. The 
model is based on the comparison of phenotypic means of the progeny in each 
marker class. The difference between two phenotypic means leads to the 
estimation of the phenotypic effects of different QTLs (SOLLER and BRODY, 1976; 
EDWARDS etai., 1987; STUBER etai., 1987; EDWARDS etai., 1992; ABLER et 
a!., 1991). However, QTL mapping by a single marker analysis has several 
weaknesses. These include a systematic underestimation of QTL effects and 
confounding QTL effects with recombination fraction (RODOLPHE and LEFORT, 
1993). Single marker analysis is powerful to detect QTLs if the QTLs are located 
near the marker. However, the QTL effect will decrease considerably if the 
recombination frequency increases between the marker and QTL (EDWARDS etai, 
1987). As a consequence of confounding the QTL effect with recombination 
frequency, it is difficult to distinguish between the effect of a small QTL and the 
effect of a distant linkage on marker and QTL (LANDER and BOTSTEIN, 1989). 
Large numbers of progeny are also required to detect QTL with small to moderate 
effects (SOLLER and BRODY, 1976). 
To improve the limitations of single marker analysis, LANDER and 
BOTSTEIN (1989) offered a maximum likelihood method for QTL detection, called 
interval mapping. In this method, the intervals between markers flanking the QTL 
are investigated with respect to the presence of a QTL at diverse positions between 
flanking markers. The log-odds (LOD) analysis is used to provide an estimate of the 
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QTL location and effect. Basically, the presence of a QTL is estimated from the 
distributions of the trait within each marker genotype class and the mean differences 
between the genotype class of flanking markers. PATERSON etal. (1991) used the 
maximum likelihood method to detect QTLs in families derived from F2 plants, based 
upon the purely additive model. LUO and KEARSEY (1992) demonstrated the 
analysis and relevant algorithm of the interval mapping method when applied to the 
F2 data. Furthermore, CARBONELL etal. (1992) proposed a maximum-likelihood 
interval mapping method to estimate QTLs with dominance effects. HAYASHI and 
UKAI (1994) proposed a model of interval mapping that can be used to detect 
additive and dominant effects of QTL in the F2 generation. Among the statistical 
methodologies, interval mapping has been a popular tool for QTL analyses on 
populations derived from crosses between inbred lines. However, it must be noted 
that the method will be accurate only in some circumstances, including the presence 
of only 1 QTL segregating and located between the flanking markers (LANDER and 
BOTSTEIN, 1989). MARTINEZ and CURNOW (1992) reported that the interval 
mapping method provided a good estimate of QTL effects if the two QTLs are 
sufficiently well separated. Otherwise, the effect of QTL located beyond the flanking 
region may interfere so that a 'ghost' QTL (QTL mapped to wrong position or 
nonexisting QTL) could be present as the true QTL. LUO and KEARSEY (1992) 
indicated that the use of interval mapping will be efficient if all alleles contributing to 
the increase traits on given chromosomes are fixed in one parent, while all alleles 
contributing to the decrease trait are fixed in the other parent. 
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Besides interval mapping methods, some procedures have been proposed to 
estimate QTLs using molecular markers. PATERSON etal. (1990) introduced 
"substitution mapping" for a fine mapping of QTLs using the tomato as a model. 
HALEY et al. (1994) suggested a least squares method for detecting QTLs on a 
cross between outbred lines. The other procedure widely proposed to detect QTLs 
is multiple regression (MORENO-GONZALEZ, 1992; WRIGHT and MOWERS, 
1994). The method can detect and locate QTLs with additive, dominance and 
epistatic effects in the backcross, early, and advance generations from crosses 
between two inbred lines (MORENO-GONZALEZ, 1992). JANSEN (1992) 
explained a general mixed model for mapping QTL and suggested that the multiple 
QTL model detected QTLs accurately. However, the computation of multiple QTL 
model is complex if the number of QTLs is large. HALEY AND KNOTT (1992) used 
the regression method to identify QTLs in an Fa generation of a cross between 
inbred parents, and found almost identical results with QTLs assessed by maximum 
likelihood. Similarly, MARTINEZ and CURNOW (1992) used the regression method 
for detecting QTLs in backcrossed populations. The extension of multiple 
regression procedures in other population types, such as selfing and full-sib, was 
proposed by HOSPITAL et al. (1996). Compared to maximum likelihood, 
computation by the standard regression method is faster and simpler (WRIGHT and 
MOWERS, 1994). In this method, the value for quantitative trait is regressed on the 
markers, as if the markers were the QTLs. However, DUDLEY (1993) argued that 
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the multiple regression method suffers from a lack of clear interpretation of genetic 
models because of correlation among independent variables in the model. 
The composite interval mapping, a combination of the maximum likelihood 
method and the multiple linear regression, was able to overcome the limitations of 
simple interval mapping and linear regression. The underlying concept of composite 
interval mapping is an interval test where the statistical test in an interval region is 
free from the interference of QTLs located beyond the interval (JANSEN. 1993; 
JANSEN and STAM,1994: ZENG, 1994). In this case, other genetic markers 
outside the interval were fitted and (selectively) used as cofactors to eliminate the 
effect of other QTLs. The choice of cofactors is critical because the use of non-
informative markers as cofactors hinders QTL detection. ZENG (1994) used a step­
wise regression to select the important markers for cofactors. JANSEN (1993) 
proposed the Akaike's information criterion for selecting the cofactors. By the 
backward process, markers having a large decreased criterion were eliminated from 
the model as cofactors. The selection is stopped if the criterion did not reduce 
further. The number of cofactors should be less than 2*[number of observations]^'^ 
(JANSEN and STAM, 1994). ZENG (1994) stated that the use of composite interval 
mapping has some advantages, (1) the reduction of a multi-dimensional search, 
because the test is conducted in one region at the time, (2) the increase of precision 
of the QTL location, and (3) the increase of efficiency of QTL mapping. Simulation 
studies indicated that, compared to simple interval mapping, the power of QTL 
detection in composite interval mapping increases, while the biases and sampling 
error of estimated QTL effects and positions decrease (UTZ and MELCHINGER, 
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1994). Composite interval nnapping basically combines the simplicity of computation 
on a single QTL model with the accuracy and efficiency of multiple QTL models 
(JANSEN, 1993). 
Replicated and unreplicated progeny 
Detection of a QTL depends on the disequilibrium between markers and 
alleles of the QTL For this reason, the fz generation of a cross between inbred 
parents become a preferable experimental population for mapping because the Fa 
generation is in maximum linkage disequilibrium. Compared to advanced 
generations, ail genotypic classes are available so the Fz generation is also suitable 
for the assessment of gene action (EDWARDS etal., 1987: SOLLER and 
BECKMANN, 1983). 
Herein, some QTLs studies with Fz plants were briefly reviewed. EDWARDS 
et al. (1987) investigated the segregating allozyme loci in two populations in the Fz 
generation of maize to locate and study QTLs for a number of traits. The numbers, 
distributions, effects, and gene action of QTLs were presented. STUBER et al. 
(1987) identified the locations and effects of QTLs associated with grain yield and its 
related traits using the same genetic materials, markers, and experimental designs 
as those described by EDWARDS et al. (1987). About 66 % of the 17-20 isozyme 
m a r k e r s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  2 5  q u a n t i t a t i v e  t r a i t s  w e r e  s i g n i f i c a n t  a n d  c o n t r i b u t e d  1 - 1 1  
% of the phenotypic variation. Dominant and overdominant types of gene action 
were reported for grain yield, top ear grain weight, and ear length. ABLER et al. 
(1991) used isozymes to investigate QTLs associated with several agronomic traits 
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among individual plants in the F2 generation and found at least one chromosomal 
region affecting each trait. Up to 15 % of the phenotypic variation was explained by 
each QTL. STUBER et al. (1992) identified QTLs contributing to the hybrid-vigor in 
a hybrid derived from two elite maize inbreds using isozymes and RFLPs. 
EDWARDS etal. (1992) evaluated 187 F2 plants using 114 molecular markers, 
consisting of 16 isozyme loci and 98 RFLP markers. The analysis of variance was 
used to test the associations between marker and quantitative traits. Subsequently, 
several QTL studies in F2 plants were reported on maize for a number of traits 
including plant height, flowering, and yield components (KOESTER etal., 1993; 
RAGOT etal., 1995). 
Despite the strength of unreplicated progeny for detecting QTLs, some 
theoretical and empirical studies reported the weaknesses of QTL detection of such 
progeny. There have been reports that the use of replicated progeny for QTL 
detection is more efficient (COWEN etal., 1988; KNAPP and BRIDGES, 1990). 
The use of replicated progeny also provides more accurate estimation of QTLs 
because the lines can be evaluated across generations, environments, and 
samples. 
Several results on QTL detection with replicated progeny across generations 
and environments were published. BUBECK et al. (1993) identified QTLs controlling 
resistance to gray leaf spot (GLS) in maize over populations and environments and 
found inconsistencies of QTLs controlling GLS over environments. KOESTER et al. 
(1993) identified QTLs controlling days to flowering and plant height in isogenic lines 
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of maize on short-day and long-day photoperiod environments. Major QTLs located 
on chromosomes 1, 8, and 10 were observed. Except chromosome 8 in short-day 
photoperiods, QTLs with the largest significant effects were consistent across 
generations, environments, and populations. A high level of consistency on QTL 
detection over environments was reported by SCHON etal. (1993), who 
characterized QTLs controlling resistance to second-generation European corn 
borer (2ECB) in maize. Regions on chromosomes IS, 1L, 2S, 2L, 3L, 7L, and 10L 
were associated with resistance to 2ECB. To characterize favorable exotic alleles in 
maize germplasm, RAGOT et al. (1995) tested F3 families of maize across several 
environments. It was concluded that the consistency of QTLs across environments 
was high. BEAVIS and KEIM (1996) investigated the consistency of QTLs in test-
cross (TC) and F2;4 progeny of maize. Over all QTLs affecting grain yield, two 
significant QTLs by environment effects were found, located on chromosome 7 for 
TC and on chromosome 9 for FZA progeny. RIBAUT et al. (1996) identified the 
QTLs affecting flowering and anthesis-silking intervals of tropical maize under 
drought conditions. Four QTLs were common for expression of male flowering and 
female flowering, 4 QTLs were common for anthesis-silking interval and female 
flowering, and only 1 QTL was common for anthesis-silking interval and male 
flowering. VELDBOOM etal. (1994) investigated the QTLs for vegetative and 
reproductive traits in a sample of F2;3 lines derived from a single-cross of Mo17 and 
H99 inbred lines. Overdominant gene action was detected for flowering traits, while 
partial to overdominant gene action was detected for plant height and ear height. 
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For grain yield and yield components, partial dominant to overdominant gene action 
was estimated in those traits (VELDBOOM and LEE, 1994). The existence of 
pleiotropic effect on yield components in several chromosome regions was reported. 
The QTLs associated with grain yield and yield component of Mo17 x H99 Fz.z were 
investigated in stress and nonstress environments (VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996a). 
Using simple interval mapping, 50 % of all QTLs were consistently detected across 
environments. This consistency was also observed for parental contribution and the 
magnitude of QTL effects. Similar consistency of parental contribution and QTL 
location across stress-nonstress environments (50 %) was also observed for plant 
height and flowering (VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996b), although the effects varied 
more. The use of replicated progeny was also conducted for QTL detection in 
advanced generations, recombinant inbreds (BURR et al., 1988; AUSTIN and LEE, 
1996a.b). Using interval mapping, AUSTIN and LEE (1996b) reported that 70 % of 
the QTLs associated with plant height and flowering detected on Fz.s were still 
observed on Fs:? generations, all had common parental direction. The larger power 
of QTL detection was concluded on Fs:? than on F2:3- A similar result was found for 
QTLs controlling yield and yield components (AUSTIN and LEE, 1996a). Using 
composite interval mapping, AUSTIN and LEE (1998a) reported that 110 QTLs 
affecting plant height and flowering were detected across stress and nonstress 
environments, in which 39 % were consistently detected in both environments. For 
grain yield, 10 of the 59 QTLs associated with five traits were detected in both 
environments (AUSTIN and LEE, 1998b). 
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Sample sizes 
BECKMANN and SOLLER (1988), by simulation study, reported that the 
different genetic background populations should have different sizes to obtain an 
equal power of QTL detection, depending upon the allelic frequencies of the least 
favorable locus. Using single marker analysis, SOLLER and BRODY (1976) 
examined the power of QTL detection in backcross and F2 generations of a cross 
between two inbred lines. The results showed that an experiment using a few 
thousand progenies should be able to detect QTLs with major effects. The F2 
populations commonly need fewer samples of progeny to achieve the same power 
as the backcross population. Using this procedure, 1800 - 1900 progenies were 
used to detect QTLs on maize (EDWARDS et al., 1987; STUBER et ai. 1987). 
QTLs explaining 8 to 40 % were found in 25 traits evaluated in this study, with the 
total QTLs in each trait varied 8-19 per trait. Plant height, for instance, associated 
with 8-14 loci. 
In maize breeding, the use of a large sample size is undesirable because 
breeders are usually only able to handle up to 150 crosses, with sample sizes about 
100 F2-clerived lines per crosses (BEAVIS at al., 1994). The introduction of simple 
interval mapping was theoretically able to reduce the number of sample sizes for 
QTL detection (DARVASl et al., 1993). However, a large sample size is still better 
to detect QTLs than smaller sizes. LUO and KEARSEY (1992) concluded that, by 
interval mapping, 500 F2 plants provided an accurate estimation of parameters if the 
heritability was more than 0.10. The lack of power for QTL detection by interval 
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mapping was observed. If the QTLs have small effects and the sample sizes were 
less than 500 (BEAVIS. 1994; CARBONELL etal., 1993; VAN OOlJEN, 1992). 
BEAVIS et al. (1991) reported inconsistencies of QTL for plant height in four 
F24 maize populations. Using interval mapping, evidence was provided that plant 
height QTLs identified in a given small population were not agreeable with QTL 
identified in other small populations. For grain yield, the comparisons of QTL 
detection across small samples were first investigated by BEAVIS et al. (1994). The 
inconsistencies of QTL detection across samples were observed when small 
samples of topcrossed and F2A lines derived from a single cross B73 x Mo17 were 
compared. AJMONE-MARSAN et al. (1996) identified consistencies of QTL 
detection from samples of 55 F3 progeny (topcrossed to Mo17 and A1) and 232 F3 
progeny derived from the B73 x A7 cross. Of the three major QTLs affecting grain 
yield, two were consistent across samples. In all previous investigations, simple 
interval mapping was used to assess QTLs (BEAVIS et al., 1991, 1994; AJMONE-
MARSAN etal.. 1996). The use of composite interval mapping (CIM), a combination 
of simple interval mapping and multiple regression, should be able to detect QTLs 
with greater precision (ZENG, 1994). Compared to interval mapping, the power of 
QTL detection was larger in CIM, while the biases and sampling error of estimated 
QTL position and effect decreased (UTZ and MELCHINGER, 1994). However, the 
power is considered low and the QTL effects were biased if the heritability estimate 
is low and the sample size is small. 
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Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation consists of a General Introduction, four manuscripts. 
General Conclusions, and a References Cited. The first manuscript discusses the 
genetic analysis of QTLs affecting plant height components, flowering traits, and 
number of kernel rows in F2 plants of a single-cross population of maize. The 
objectives of this study were to estimate; (i) the number and distribution of QTLs; (ii) 
QTL effects; and (iii) the type of gene action at the QTL. The second manuscript 
examined the locations, effects, and gene action of QTLs affecting plant height and 
flowering traits across generations (F2 plants vs. F2;3 lines) of maize. The objectives 
of the experiment were to determine the number and distribution of QTLs associated 
with plant stature and flowering traits in the F2;3 generation and to compare QTL 
detection, effect, and gene action on traits across generations of F2 plants and their 
^2:3 progeny. The genetic analysis of QTLs affecting plant height and flowering 
across two samples of F2;3 lines derived from the same population is presented in 
the third manuscript. The fourth manuscript reports the consistency of QTLs 
affecting grain yield and yield components across samples of F2;3 lines derived from 
the same population. The objectives of these studies (manuscripts 3 and 4) were to 
compare QTL locations, QTL effects, and parental contributions associated with the 
QTLs detected in two independent samples of 150 F2;3 lines of the same F2 
population. All manuscripts will be submitted to Maydica. The References Cited 
section lists references cited in the General Introduction and General Conclusion 
sections. 
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GENETIC ANALYSIS OF QUANTITATIVE TRAIT LOCI ASSOCIATED WITH 
MORPHOLOGICAL AND REPRODUCTIVE TRAITS OF AN Fj MAIZE 
POPULATION 
A paper to be submitted to Maydica 
Dwi Asmono\ Peter J. Freymark\ Wendy L. Woodman\ 
James B. Holland\ Michael Lee^' 
Abstract 
The objectives of the study were to: (i) estimate the number and distribution 
of QTLs for morphological and reproductive traits related to maize improvement; (ii) 
estimate QTL effects; and (iii) determine the type of gene action at the QTL. One 
hundred twenty-three RFLP loci and one morphological marker were used to 
construct a genetic linkage map. The genotypic and phenotypic data were collected 
from 150 Fj plants of the single-cross hybrid of inbred lines Mo17 and H99. Five 
morphological and reproductive traits were evaluated, plant height, ear height, top 
height, number of kernel rows, and degree days to anthesis. QTL locations and 
effects were estimated by composite interval mapping. Thirty-eight QTLs were 
identified in the F2 plants; 11 for plant height, 6 for top height, and 7 each for ear 
height, number of kernel rows, and anthesis. The QTLs were associated with 6 to 
43 % of phenotypic variation. At least one QTL influencing each trait was detected 
on chromosomes 1 and 2. Major QTLs, individually explaining more than 40 % of 
^Department of Agronomy, Iowa State University, Ames, lA 50011, USA. 
Author for correspondence. 
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phenotypic variation, were observed for plant height and ear height. Most of the 
QTLs with large effects on plant height and ear height usually showed additive gene 
action. Gene action for anthesis included additive, partial dominance, and 
dominance. The parental effects were usually in accordance the phenotypes of the 
inbred parents. The assessment of digenic interactions for plant height showed two 
major epistatic interactions with dominant x additive and dominant x dominant types. 
Eight pairs of loci showed epistatic interactions for anthesis. 
Introduction 
Most traits pertaining to vegetative and reproductive attributes in maize are 
quantitatively inherited. Quantitative genetic variation is often attributed to the 
segregation of multiple genes with small individual effects influenced by the 
environment and the genetic background of the reference population. The ability to 
identify the location of genes affecting quantitative traits, quantitative trait loci (QTL), 
has been restricted by the lack of a marker system (THODAY, 1961). The 
concerted development of molecular marker techniques and biometric methods for 
genetic mapping have facilitated more detailed studies of QTLs. 
Compiling and comparing assessments of QTL detected in different genetic 
backgrounds and environmental conditions will provide a useful resource and 
reference for breeders and biologists. QTLs have been detected in various maize 
populations for numerous traits including drought tolerance (AGRAMA et al., 1996), 
flowering traits under drought conditions (RIBAUT ef a/., 1996), anthocyanin 
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pigmentation (SOURDILLE e^a/., 1996), oil concentration (GOLDMAN etal., 1994), 
fatty acid concentrations (ALREFAI etal., 1995), resistance to Cercospora zeae-
maydis (BUBECK et al., 1993; SAGHAI-MAROOF et al., 1996), resistance to 
second-generation European corn borer {Ostrinia nubilalis Hubner) (SCHON et al., 
1993), resistance to Colletotrichum graminicola (Ces.) Wils. (JUNG et al., 1994), 
low-phosphorus stress (REITER etal., 1991), plant height and flowering 
(VELDBOOM etal., 1994; AUSTIN and LEE, 1996a), and grain yield components 
(AUSTIN and LEE, 1996b: VELDBOOM and LEE, 1994). 
In maize, several studies have used plants in the Fa generation to estimate 
the number and distribution of QTLs as well as type of gene action for morphological 
traits and grain yield components (EDWARDS etal., 1987; STUBER et al., 1987; 
ABLER etal., 1991). EDWARDS etal. (1987) and ABLER etal. (1991) used 
isozymes to investigate QTLs associated with several agronomic traits and found at 
least one chromosomal region affecting each trait. The use of DNA-based markers 
has strengthened the ability to develop more comprehensive linkage maps 
(HELENTJARIS et al., 1986) to detect QTLs in maize. The application of RFLPs for 
further study in the population C0159 x Tx303 identified formerly unmarked regions 
with large effects on plant height (EDWARDS etal., 1992). Subsequently, several 
QTL studies with Fj plants were reported in maize for a number of traits including 
plant height, flowering, and yield components (KOESTER etal., 1993; RAGOT et 
al., 1995). Using F2 plants, F2;3 lines, and single factor analysis, KOESTER et al. 
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(1993) identified one to four QTLs for plant height, and two to five QTLs for 
flowering. In the population studied herein, Mo17 x H99, previous reports were 
published for QTL of vegetative and reproductive traits evaluated in the Fj s 
(VELDBOOM et al., 1994) and Fg.7 (AUSTIN and LEE, 1996b) generations. 
However, no report was published for QTL detection on F2 plants and their F3 
progeny in maize. 
One purpose of conducting QTL studies is to provide a foundation for marker-
assisted selection (MAS). Results from empirical (JOHNSON and MUMM, 1996) 
and simulation (LANDE and THOMPSON, 1990; EDWARDS and PAGE, 1994) 
studies suggest MAS should be effective in maize. However, progress may be 
limited by several factors (LEE, 1995) including errors related to QTL detection and 
sampling of the populations and environments (BEAVIS, 1994). Resampling the 
population may be one approach to verifying QTLs. While QTLs in this population 
have been identified in another sample of F2 2 and Fg 7 lines (AUSTIN and LEE, 
1996b; VELDBOOM et al., 1994). the information from this study could be used to 
choose QTLs having favorable effects and consistently detected across 
generations, samples, and environments. 
In this study, we use 124 loci, composite interval mapping, and F2 plants of 
an elite single-cross of temperate, dent maize to identify QTLs associated with five 
traits. The objectives of this study were to estimate; (i) the number and distribution 
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of QTLs for morphological and reproductive traits; (ii) QTL effects; and (iii) the type 
of gene action at the QTL. 
Materials and Methods 
Plant materials and phenotyping 
The F2 plants were derived from a single-cross between two Lancaster Sure 
Crop (LSC) inbred lines, Mo17 and H99. The Fj plants used in this experiment were 
produced from self-pollination of one plant of the Mo17xH99 F, hybrid. Phenotypic 
evaluation of the traits was conducted on 150 unselected F2 plants at the Agronomy 
and Agricultural Engineering Research Center (AAERC), near Ames, Iowa, in 1990. 
These Fj plants were self-pollinated to produce F2;3 seeds for future experiments. 
The experiment was planted on May 28, 1990. Seeds were hand-planted in rows 
with 76 cm between rows. At the 6-8 leaf stage, seedlings were removed to provide 
a uniform distance between plants within a row (approximately 23 cm). Data were 
collected from competitive plants within a row. Plants at the end of the rows were 
excluded. 
Five traits were evaluated on each F2 plant, plant height (PHT), ear height 
(EHT), top height (THT), degree days to anthesis (POL), and number of kernel rows 
(KR). PHT was measured from the soil level to the tip of the tassel. EHT was 
measured from the soil level to the node of the primary (top) ear. THT was 
measured from the node that supported the primary ear to the tip of the tassel and 
was calculated by subtracting the EHT value from the PHT value. KR was based 
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on the number of kernel rows on the primary ear. Flowering was observed from the 
planting date, May 28, 1990, until the date of pollen shed. This information was 
util ized to compute POL by using the formula, [(maximum °C + minimum °C) 12]-
10°C (ALDRICH etai, 1986). If the actual temperature was higher than 30°C or 
lower than 10°C, the maximum or minimum temperature limit, the appropriate limit 
value was substituted for the actual temperature. 
RFLP assays and map construction 
Genomic DNA was isolated from leaf tissue from the F2 plants used for trait 
measurements. The procedure was based on the modification of the CTAB method 
(VELDBOOM eta!., 1994). Single digests of restriction enzymes H/nc/lll, EcoRI, and 
EcoRV were used. One hundred thirteen genomic and cDNA clones were chosen 
as probes. The maize genomic clones were obtained from Brookhaven National 
Laboratories (BNL) (BURR etai, 1988), Native Plant Inc. {NPf) (WEBER and 
HELENTJARIS, 1989), University of Missouri-Columbia {UMC) (COE etai., 1990), 
and Pioneer Hi-Bred International (P/0) (BEAVIS and GRANT, 1991). The maize 
cDNA clones {ISU) were developed by Iowa State University (PEREIRA et ai, 
1994). Other clones included known genes: C1 and PH (K. Cone, University of 
Missouri), AGP1, Bt2, and Sti2 (C. Hannah, University of Florida), and Bt1 (O. 
Nelson, University of Wisconsin). The procedures of RFLP assays utilized in this 
experiment have been described (VELDBOOM etai., 1994). In addition to the 113 
RFLP markers, one marker affecting the cob color {P1 locus) was included. The 
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determination of parental classes (A = homozygous for Mo17 allele, H = 
heterozygous for Mo17/H99 alleles, B = homozygous for H99 allele) for the P1 locus 
was based on the cob color of the Fj plants and the segregation of cob color in the 
F2;3 lines derived from the F2 plants. 
The genetic linkage map was created with MAPMAKER/EXP 3.0b (Fig. 1. 
LANDER etal., 1987). Linkage between two markers was declared if the LOD 
score was higher than the threshold value of 3.0 with the maximum recombination 
frequency between two loci of 0.40. The genetic distance was estimated with the 
Haldane mapping function (HALDANE, 1919). The 113 clones detected 123 loci. 
At each locus, a plant was assigned a genotypic symbol of 'A', 'B', or 'H' 
corresponding to homozygous for the l\/lo17 allele, homozygous for the H99 allele, 
or heterozygous. Of the 123 loci, ten were dominant. These markers were ISU059, 
ISU077A, ISU077B, ISU077C, ISU079, ISU081, ISU136C, ISU149, ISU154, and 
ISU168B. Due to the lack of polymorphism within certain regions or the high level of 
recombination in the regions, several gaps were found in the map. In this case, the 
accuracy of QTLs detected in the region may be reduced as a consequence of the 
distance between the flanking markers and the putative QTL. Chi-square tests, 
assuming a 1:2:1 ratio for the co-dominant and a 3:1 ratio for the dominant cases 
were conducted. Of the co-dominant loci, eighty-three did not deviate from the 
expected ratio. Thirty-one co-dominant markers had significant deviations (P 5 
0.05, 0.01, or 0.001; Fig. 1). Of the dominant loci, only ISU61 and ISU077B, on 
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chromosomes 1 and 5, deviated from the 3:1 ratio. Distorted segregation affecting 4 
- 60 % of the loci was observed in various genetic backgrounds by previous 
investigators (4.2 %, AGiRAMA etal., 1996), (10.6 %, VELDBOOM etal., 1994), (11 
%, BEAVIS et a!., 1994). (17-50 %, RAGOT et ai, 1995), and (60 %, EDWARDS et 
al., 1987). Approximately 25 % of the loci have distorted segregation ratio in this 
study. EDWARDS et al. (1987) argued that a distortion of the segregation ratio of 
the degree observed in this study should not effect interpretations of the 
associations between marker loci and quantitative traits. 
Analyses of trait data 
The Saphiro-Wilk W test was used to test the distribution of trait data 
(SHAPIRO and WILK, 1965). A significant result with the W test indicated the 
sample has a non-normal distribution. The tests indicated a non-normal distribution 
for all traits, PHT (W = 0.97, P < 0.05), EHT (W = 0.95, P < 0.01), THT (W = 0.97, P 
< 0.05), POL (W = 0.96. P < 0.01), and KR (W = 0.77, P < 0.01). These results 
suggest the data should be transformed to achieve a nomnal distribution (LANDER 
and BOTSTEIN, 1989). However, since the logio transformation was unable to 
normalize the data, the raw data were used to identify QTLs with a realization of 
possible biases on QTL locations and effects. 
QTL Analyses 
In previous studies, QTLs were identified by single factor analysis (ABLER et 
al., 1991; EDWARDS etal., 1987; EDWARDS etal. 1992) and simple inten/al 
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mapping (AJMONE-iVIARSAN, etal. 1996; BEAVIS etal., 1991; BEAVIS etal., 
1994: KOZUMPLIK etal., 1996; VELDBOOM etal., 1994: VELDBOOM and LEE, 
1994). Theoretical studies reported these methods were biased by interference 
from other QTLs located throughout the genome (JANSEN, 1993). A recent method 
referred as composite interval mapping (JANSEN, 1993; ZENG, 1994) has offered a 
solution to this problem. This method combines linear regression (HALEY and 
KNOTT, 1992) with simple interval mapping (LANDER and BOTSTEIN, 1989). 
Herein, QTL locations, effects, and actions were estimated by composite interval 
mapping (JANSEN and STAM, 1994; ZENG, 1994). The detection of QTL by 
composite interval mapping uses multiple regression with flanking markers (HALEY 
and KNOTT, 1992) in which the other QTL were used as cofactors. The cofactors 
reduce the effects of possible QTL in other intervals (JANSEN, 1993). 
Analyses were facilitated by PLABQTL version 1.0 (UTZ and MELCHINGER, 
1995). The model for QTL detection employed additive and dominance effects and 
has been described previously (BONN at al., 1996): 
yj = m+b + b + 2" + £j , 
In which, yj indicates the trait value of the/th F2 plant; m denotes the grand mean of 
the F2 plants; b*i is the additive effect of the putative QTL in marker interval (/, I +1); 
b*2 is dominance effect of the putative QTL in marker interval (/, I +1); X*aj, and 
represent conditional expectations of the random variables A and D given the 
observed genotype at the flanking markers. If the putative QTL genotype is QQ, 
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Qq, or qq, then A will be 0, 1, or 2, and D will be 0, 1, or 0, respectively; indicates 
a partial regression coefficient of the trait value of the jih Fj plants (y,) related to /rth 
cofactor: Xjk is a dummy variable (cofactor). It has a value of either 1, 0, or -1 when 
the genotype of individual J at marker locus k is M^m^, or respectively. 
£• is a random variable for the yth Fj plant. Selection of markers associated with 
QTLs as cofactors was conducted according to PLABQTL by stepwise regression 
with an F-value of 3.5. Some markers, detennined by the Akaike's information 
criterion (JANSEN, 1993), were included as cofactors to increase the power of QTL 
detection (UTZ and MELCHINGER, 1994). By process of backward elimination, 
markers with a large decreased Akaike's information criterion were excluded as 
cofactors. The selection of markers is stopped when the criterion did not reduce 
further. 
The choice of LOD threshold is another factor influencing the QTL detection. 
Choice depends on the objectives of the experiments and the balance of controlling 
the type I error (a false positive) with the type 11 error. LANDER and BOTSTEIN 
(1989) suggested a LOD threshold between 2 and 3, in which the reasonable choice 
should depend upon the marker density and the genome size. To reduce the type 11 
error, the previous studies with the Mo17 x H99 population used a LOD threshold 
2.0 (AUSTIN and LEE, 1996b; VELDBOOM et al., 1994). JANSEN (1994) showed 
that the type 1 and type 11 errors will decrease considerably when the composite 
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interval mapping is used to detect the QTL. For the purpose of making comparisons 
with previous studies, a LOD threshold of 2.0 is used for this experiment. 
The LOD score of PLABQTL was calculated by formula LOD = p''F*0.4343/2, 
in which p is the number of parameters (HALEY and KNOTT, 1992) and F is the F-
value of the multiple regression. The percentage of phenotypic variation explained 
by a QTL was estimated by the square of the partial correlation coefficient between 
the QTL and the observed variable, given all other QTL effects fixed. The single 
QTL effects, total LOD score and phenotypic variation explained by ail QTL were 
estimated by simultaneously fitting a model including all QTL detected for the trait 
(UTZ and MELCHINGER, 1995). The estimation of additive and dominance effects 
assumed the male parent, H99 (B), carries the favorable allele. A negative value 
associated with these effects, therefore, implied the H99 allele decreased the trait 
value. The average level of dominance was calculated from the ratio between the 
dominance effect and the additive effect at a given QTL. Gene action was 
determined based on the average level of dominance according to STUBER et at. 
(1987); additive (|A|) = 0 to 0.20; partial dominance (|P|) = 0.21 to 0.80; dominance 
(|D|) = 0.81 to 1.20; and overdominance (|0|) > 1.20. 
The epistatic interactions between two loci were estimated by two-factor 
analysis of variance (HOLLAND etal., 1997). All 124 loci formed 11 linkage groups 
(those were, 10 chromosomes with 2 unlinked regions of chromosome 4). Using a 
liberal approach, a comparison-wise error of 1.1 x 10'^ is equal to the experimental-
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wise error of 0.05. Therefore, the epistatic interactions were declared if the pair-
wise interactions were less than 10'^. The assessment of two-locus epistatic 
interactions was conducted for PHT and POL by SAS-based program, EPISTACY 
(HOLLAND, 1998: HOLLAND et al., 1997). 
Results and Discussion 
Plant stature: PHT, EHT, and THT 
Eleven PHT QTLs were located on chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 
(Table 2) and were associated with the multiple QTL model 68.7 % of the 
phenotypic variation. Even though H99 is the shorter parent (see Table 1), both 
Mo17 and H99 contributed almost equally to PHT as indicated by the number and 
additive effects of the QTLs (ranging from 4-10.2 cm for Mo17 and 3.5 - 10.8 cm 
for H99). A QTL contributing more than 40 % of the phenotypic variation was 
identified on chromosome 2, near locus ISU138. PHT QTLs in this region have 
been reported in other populations such as C0159 x Tx303 (EDWARDS eta!., 
1992), B73 X G35 (BEAVIS al., 1991), and Mol 7 x H99 (VELDBOOM et al., 
1994; AUSTIN and LEE, 1996b). On chromosome 1, two QTLs were detected 
within the regions UMC13 - ISU081 and ISU104 - ISU169', each contributed about 
10.5 and 17 % of phenotypic variation, respectively. Previous investigations using 
another sample of Mo17 x H99 Fj s lines and interval mapping indicated only a 
single major QTL in this region. This QTL accounted for 39 % of the phenotypic 
variation (VELDBOOM et al., 1994). Detection of the two QTLs in this region may 
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be attributable to the improved resolving capability of composite interval mapping. 
The other QTLs with moderate contributions to the phenotypic variation (10-13 %) 
were identified on chromosomes 3, 4, and 5. The peaks of the two PHT QTL on 
chromosome 5 were separated by 40 cM with opposite parental effects. QTLs with 
smaller contributions to PHT were observed on chromosomes 6 and 7. These QTLs 
conferred less than 10 % to the phenotypic variation. 
Seven QTLs on six chromosomes were detected for EHT (Table 2). A QTL 
associated with 42.9 % of the phenotypic variation and another contributing 10.4 % 
variation were detected on chromosome 1. QTLs of similar magnitude were 
Identified on chromosomes 2 and 3, respectively. The other minor QTLs, each 
explaining less than 10 % of the variation, were located to chromosomes 6. 7, and 
9. The multiple QTL model estimated that 55.6 % of the EHT phenotypic variation 
was associated with the QTL. 
Six QTLs, associated with 48 % of the variation, were detected for THT 
(Table 2). Of those, three with relatively large effects (R^ = 19 %) were on 
chromosomes 1 and 2 while QTLs with weaker associations were located on 
chromosomes 4, 5, and 6. Mo17 mainly contributed to the THT phenotypic value as 
indicated by the number and additive effects of the QTL. 
Herein, additive to partial dominance genes mostly controlled plant stature 
components (PHT, EHT, and THT). QTLs with the larger effects for PHT and EHT 
usually showed additive gene action. These included a PHT QTL on chromosome 2 
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and a EHT QTL on chromosome 1. Evidence of overdominance gene action was 
observed for QTLs on chromosome 5, near ISU077B - Bt1. These results were in 
accordance with ROBINSON etal. (1949) and GARDNER etal. (1963), who 
reported that PHT and EHT exhibited additive to dominant gene action, and with 
STUBER et al. (1987), who reported that EHT exhibited a large range of additive to 
overdominant gene action. 
Flowering trait: POL 
Seven QTLs, associated with 45.3 % of the phenotypic variation for POL 
were found on chromosomes 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8 (Table 2). The QTL associated 
with 11.9 % of phenotypic variation was at the end of chromosome 8, in the 
proximity of locus BNL9.11. A QTL associated with 10 % variation was recognized 
within interval ISU075 - ISU006 of chromosome 1 with a plot peak at ISU169 ( Fig. 
1). Both Mo 17 and H99 contributed almost equally to the POL phenotypic value as 
indicated by the number and the additive effects of the QTL (ranging from 11.5 -
21.4 growing degree units for Mo17 and 12-17 growing degree units for H99). 
Gene action for POL traits included additive, partial dominance, and dominance. 
Four of the 7 POL QTLs had partial dominant gene action. 
Number of kernel rows (KR) 
Seven QTLs associated with 37.1 % of the KR phenotypic variation were 
detected on chromosomes 1, 2, 3, and 4. Of the KR QTLs, three were located on 
chromosome 4 and two were identified on chromosome 2 (Table 2). Most QTLs 
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contributed less than 10 % of the phenotypic variation with small effects. A QTL was 
detected with support interval partly within Bt2 - ISU136B of chromosonne 4. The 
presence of a big gap in the genetic map, theoretically unlinked, between Bt2 -
ISU136B could reduce the accuracy of QTL detection. While AUSTIN and LEE 
(1996b) verified that Bt2 - ISU136B region is physically linked, no QTL deternnination 
should be conducted in this region. However, the KR QTL is not eliminated because 
the plot peak is located outside the region. 
Only one KR QTL, at interval BNL5.46 - ISU154 of chromosome 4, 
overlapped with QTLs for other traits, PHT and THT. The lack of common regions 
between QTLs affecting KR with the other traits was in agreement with the non 
significant correlations. Most genes controlling KR showed additive gene action. 
Assessments of gene action 
The existence of a QTL depends on the disequilibrium between markers and 
alleles within the QTL. Fj population become a preferable experimental population 
for mapping because the population is in maximum disequilibrium. Compared to 
advanced generations, all genotypic classes are available in Fj plants so the F2 
generation is suitable for the assessment of gene effects and actions (EDWARDS et 
al., 1987; PATERSON et al., 1991). Yet, previous reports of QTL studies in F2 were 
limited to additive and dominant assessment (EDWARDS etal., 1987; ABLER etal., 
1991; VELDBOOM etal., 1994; VELDBOOM and LEE, 1994). 
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The assessment of allelic interaction within each QTL indicated that additive 
to partial dominance gene action was mostly controlling plant stature components, 
POL and KR (Table 2). QTLs with the larger effects for PHT and EHT usually 
showed additive gene action, while QTLs with large effects for POL usually had 
partial dominant gene action. Evidence of overdominance gene action was 
observed for plant stature QTLs on chromosome 5, near ISU077B - Bt1. Further 
study with digenic epistasis model indicated that these plant stature QTLs strongly 
interacted with other loci. 
Studies indicated that epistasis and epistatic effects were important for elite 
maize hybrids (LAMKEY et al., 1995; WOLF and HALI_AUER, 1997). While the 
quantitative effects of epistasis have been relatively difficult to assess by phenotypic 
data perse, the existence of molecular markers could help to understand the role of 
epistasis in quantitative genetic studies (CHEVERUD and ROUTMAN, 1995; YD et 
al., 1997; HOLLAND et al., 1997). 
The use of F2 plants for assessing digenic epistasis have some advantages 
including the ability to detect all possible interactions (additive x additive, additive x 
dominant, and dominant x dominant). Herein, PHT and POL were examined to 
assess the role of epistasis. Ten pairs of interactions were observed, 2 for PHT and 
8 for POL (Table 3; Fig. 2). Several types of digenic interactions were found, 
additive (A) x additive (A), additive (A) x dominant (D), dominant (D) x additive (A), 
and dominant (D) x dominant (D). These results agreed with the observation of 
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WOLF and HALLAUER (1997) based on phenotypic data, in which epistasis was 
significant for flowering traits but was not significant for plant height. 
Two major epistatic interactions for PHT (P < 0.001) had D x A and D x D 
interactions (Table 3). The D x A interaction involved locus Bt1 of chromosome 5 
and BNL8.39 of chromosome 7. This interaction implied the observation of 
dominance associated with the Bt1 locus depended on the homozygous genotype at 
the locus BNL8.39. The dominance effect of the Bt1 locus was +21.5 cm, leading to 
overdominance, if the BNL8.39 locus was homozygous for the Mo17 allele (Fig. 2). 
The dominance effect at the Bt1 locus was -18.5 cm if the BNL8.39 locus was 
homozygous for H99 allele. The Bt1 locus was significantly associated with PHT 
with a positive effect from the Mo17 allele. (Fig. 1; Table 2). The QTL was the only 
PHT QTL with overdominant gene action. A PHT QTL with overdomlnant gene 
action involving the Bt1 locus was also observed in another Mo17 x H99 
(VELDBOOM et al., 1994). The Bt1 locus also interacted with the Agp1 locus for 
POL. The two homozygous classes of Bt1 differed 88 GDU when Agp1 was 
homozygous for the Mo17 allele. The difference decreased to 38 GDU when Agp1 
was homozygous for the H99 allele. 
The D X D interaction for PHT was found on chromosome 2 between loci 
UMC78 and UMC98A. The loci are separated by 45 cM. This interaction implied 
the observation of dominance at the UMC78 locus depended on the heterozygous 
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genotype at UMC98A. The double heterozygote at UMC78 and UMC98A had 
shorter PHT value when compared to the single heterozygote at either locus. 
Eight pairs of digenic epistatic interactions were detected for POL. The 
majority (6 pairs) were A x A interactions. The remaining pairs were D x A types. 
Two of the 6 A X A interactions were also significant for D x A (Table 3). Two pairs of 
Interactions for POL were displayed in Fig. 2. UMC121 (chromosome 3) had A x A 
interactions with loci ISU069 and ISU138 on chromosome 2. These loci was 
separated by only 2 cM, which should be considered as one locus. Loci UMC121 
and ISU138 also had a significant D x A Interaction. With the A x A interactions of 
UMC121 and ISU138, the additive effect of UMC121 depended on the homozygous 
genotype at ISU138. The homozygous classes of UMC121 differed by 55 GDU 
when ISU138 was homozygous Mo17. In this case, the genotype H99/H99 
{ISU121) Mo17/Mo17 {ISU138) had the lowest value. The homozygous classes of 
UMC121 differed by 49 GDU when ISU138 was homozygous H99. In this case, the 
genotype H99/H99 {ISU121) H99/H99 {ISU138) had the lowest value. The 
significant D x A interactions between UMC121 and ISU138 also implied the 
dominant expression of UMC121 depended on the homozygous genotype at 
ISU138. The dominance effect of UMC121 was 19.5 GDU if ISU138 was 
homozygous for the Mo17 allele. The dominance effect of UMC121 was -42.5 GDU 
if ISU138 was homozygous for the H99 allele. 
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Individual epistatic interactions explained up to 14.4 % of the phenotypic 
variation for PHT and 15.3 % in POL, after accounting for main effects of the loci. It 
is also interesting to be noted that of the 18 loci involved In the digenic epistasis 
(Table 3), 17 were not associated with PHT and POL QTLs (Table 2). It could be 
expected that the total variation explained by the QTLs (Table 2) will increase if 
epistasis is considered in the model for detecting QTLs. Also, most significant 
interactions will remain undetected if only significant loci associated with the traits 
(based on the model with no epistasis) is used to explore epistatic interactions. 
Correlations among traits 
Some QTLs seem to associate with more than one trait. For instance, the 
EHT QTLs on chromosomes 1, 2, and 3 were located in the regions of QTLs 
affecting PHT ( Fig. 1). Close relationships between QTLs controlling PHT and EHT 
were concordant with the highly positive phenotypic correlation between these traits 
(r - 0.72; P < 0.01). Four of the six QTLs associated with THT had common regions 
with PHT. Only one THT QTL, on chromosome 2, was located to the same region 
as a QTL for EHT. This QTL, located in the vicinity of ISU138 - ISU069, was also 
the only QTL associated with THT, PHT, and EHT ( Fig. 1). The QTL locations for 
THT and PHT and for THT and EHT was in agreement with phenotypic correlations, 
r = 0.62 and r = -0.10, for these pairs of traits. The paucity of common QTL for EHT 
and THT, and the low phenotypic correlation, imply these traits affected PHT 
independently. The association of QTLs was also observed between plant stature 
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and POL and NKR. For example, QTLs affecting plant stature and POL were 
mapped within the interval ISU104 - ISU018 of chromosome 1 and within interval 
ISU150 - UMC110 of chromosome 7 ( Fig. 1). Likewise, PHT QTLs and KR QTL 
had overlapping support intervals within the NPI292 - ISU077A region of 
chromosome 4. These observations suggest that genes in these region could have 
pleiotropic effects. 
Plant stature QTLs detected in the same region were controlled by the same 
parent. For instance, the Mo17 allele increased the values of PHT and EHT on 
chromosomes 1 and 2, while H99 allele increased the values of the traits on 
chromosomes 3 and 7. Similarly, the H99 allele increased the value of PHT and 
THT on chromosome 4. while the Mo17 allele increased the value of the traits on 
chromosomes 5 and 6. The Mo17 allele increased the value of all plant stature 
traits (PHT, EHT, THT) on chromosome 2. 
Conclusions 
Thirty-eight QTLs associated with five traits were identified in this sample of 
Fj plants. At least one QTL influencing each trait was detected on chromosomes 1 
and 2. Of the 38 QTLs, 24 were for plant stature components, and 7 each were for 
POL and KR. Mo17 alleles were usually associated with increased values for PHT, 
EHT, and THT, while H99 alleles were more often increased the values for POL and 
KR. 
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The assessments of plant stature components indicated most QTLs had 
additive to partially dominant effects. Most PHT and EHT QTLs with large effects 
usually showed additive gene action. Gene action for POL included additive, partial 
dominance, and dominance. Ten pairs of digenic interactions were found for PHT 
and POL. Two interactions for PHT were D x A and D x D types. Six of the 8 POL 
interactions were A x A. One D x A interaction on PHT, involving Bt1 locus of 
chromosome 5 and BNL8.39 locus of chromosome 7, was found strongly associated 
with a PHT QTL, assessed by a model with no epistasis, having an overdominant 
gene action. Epistatic effect and epistasis have been largely ignored in most QTL 
studies. Yet, we know epistasis is important and pervasive. New analytical 
approaches (HOLLAND. 1998) should facilitate a more thorough examination of 
epistasis and QTL. 
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Table 1. Phenotypic correlations, means, and ranges of the traits assessed on F2 plants of the 
maize single-cross population, Mo17 x H99. 
Trait Correlations* Mean® Range 
EHT THT POL KR Mo17 H99 F2 
PHT (cm) 0.72** 0.62** 0.38** 0.14 167 107 217 170-255 
EHT (cm) -0.10** 0.59** 0.15 80 34 78 50-105 
THT (cm) -0.11 0.03 87 73 139 110-170 
POL (GDU) 0.04 854 791 586 488 - 698 
KR (no.) 11 12 12 9-14 
"The estimates of Pearson phenotypic correlations of the traits, 
**signiflcant for P < 0.01. 
®data forMol? and H99 were obtained from Iowa Experimental Corn Trials (HALLAUER et al., 1990) planted 
at the Agronomy and Agricultural Engineering Research Center, Ames, Iowa, on 23 April 1990. 
Table 2. Summary of QTL locations and effects of traits measured on F2 plants in maize single-cross population, 
Mo17xH99. 
Trait Chrom.^ Position^ Support^ Max.'* Pecentage^ Additive® Dominance^ Gene® Direction® 
Interval LOD Variation Effect Effect Action 
1 74 68- 90 3.6 10.5 -8.7 0,8 A Mo17 
1 170 160-178 6,1 17.0 -7,7 3.0 P Mo17 
2 72 68- 74 17.0 40.6 -10.2 1.0 A Mo17 
3 116 96-132 3.4 10,0 5.2 1.8 P H99 
4 38 34- 42 4.1 11.8 4.9 -2.4 P H99 
4 138 126-156 3.7 10.6 -5.0 -0.7 A Mo17 
5 76 72- 80 3.9 11.2 -4.1 5.2 0 Mo17 
5 116 114-120 4.6 13.2 10.8 1.1 A H99 
6 80 70- 88 2.4 7.2 -4.1 2.6 P Mo17 
7 2 0- 20 2.6 7.7 3.6 -1.8 P H99 
7 102 98-102 2.5 7,4 3.6 -0.7 A H99 
MQM^° 68.7±4.2 
^ Chromosome. 
^ Position of the QTL relative to the first marker in the chromosome (Fig. 1), The distance is in cM (Haldane). 
^Support interval of the QTL relative to the first marker, representing global QTL peak in a given chromosome. 
Log10 of the likelihood ratio. The LOD is calculated from the F-value in the multiple regression (UTZ and 
MELCHINGER, 1995; HALEY and KNOTT, 1992). 
® Percentage of the phenotypic variance explained by the QTL. is based on the partial correlation between QTL 
and the observed variable, adjusted by cofactors. 
®The estimated additive effect of the QTL due to the H99 allele. A negative value indicates the H99 
allele decreased the trait value. 
^The estimated dominant effect of the QTL due to the H99 allele. A negative value indicates the H99 allele 
decreases the trait value. 
®Gene action is determined from the d/a ratio. A, P, D, and O indicate additive, partial dominance, dominance and 
overdominance gene action, respectively. 
® Parent whose additive value increases the value of the trait. 10 2 Multiple QTL model; R is calculated by multiple regression with the assumption that the QTLs act 
together to influence the traits. 
TABLE 2. (continued). 
Trait Chrom.^ Position^ Support^ Max." Pecentage® Additive® Dominance^ Gene® Direction® 
Interval LOD Variation Effect Effect Action 
EHT(cm) 1 70 68- 82 3.6 10.4 -7.8 -0.2 A Mo17 
1 168 162-174 18.3 42.9 -10.4 1,3 A Mo17 
2 72 68- 76 5.7 15.9 -5.5 0,7 A Mo17 
3 120 110-122 4.8 13.8 7.3 2.1 P H99 
5 38 24- 52 2,0 6.0 -2.4 -3.6 O Mo17 
7 2 0- 8 2.7 8.0 4.2 -0,8 A H99 
9 44 40- 48 3.1 9.1 -8,2 0.8 A Mo17 
MQM^^ 55.6+5.4 
THT(cm) 1 152 146-154 6.9 19.0 -5.5 2.8 P Mo17 
2 74 68- 76 7.0 19.3 -6.0 1,3 P Mo17 
4 38 34- 44 4.2 12.1 4.8 -1.9 P H99 
5 78 74- 80 4.8 13.6 -3.9 6,9 0 Mo17 
5 142 138-142 7.1 19.5 6.2 0.1 A H99 
6 76 66- 84 4.0 11.5 -5.1 -0.4 A Mo17 
MQM^° 48.1+5.9 
TABLE 2. (continued). 
Trait Chrom.^ Position^ Support^ Max." Pecentage® Additive® Dominance^ Gene® Direction^ 
Interval LOD Variation Effect Effect Action 
POL (GDU) 
1 182 172 -186 34 10,0 -18,2 5.1 P Mo17 
2 130 112-140 2.1 6,4 12.9 2,5 A H99 
4 4 0 - 1 4  2.2 6.6 -11.5 -7.6 P Mo17 
4 156 134 -162 2.3 6,7 -21.4 -15,0 P Mo17 
6 60 4 6 - 6 4  2.6 7.7 12.6 -12,2 D H99 
7 8 2 - 1 4  2.0 6,0 12.0 -0,9 A H99 
8 2 0 - 1 6  4.1 11,9 17.0 -4.7 P H99 
MQM^° 45.3+6.0 
KR (no.) 1 12 0 - 2 6  3.6 10.5 0.6 -0.2 P H99 
2 28 1 8 - 3 0  2.1 6.2 0.6 -0,0 A H99 
2 42 4 0 - 6 0  3.7 10.6 -0.9 -0.1 A Mo17 
3 0 0 - 1 0  2.2 7.2 0.4 0.2 P H99 
4 42 3 6 - 5 0  3.1 8.9 -0,7 0.0 A Mo17 
4 56 5 4 - 8 6  2.1 6.2 0,6 0.1 A H99 
4 134 124-156 3.0 8.8 -0,5 0.1 A Mo17 
MQM^° 37.1+6.3 
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Table 3. Two-locus interactions for plant height and anthesis among F2 plants 
of a single-cross maize population, Mo17 x H99. 
Locus l"" Locus 2* Type® R^(%) 
Locus Ch. Position Locus Ch. Position 
Plant heiaht fPHT) 
BtV 5 78.0 BNL8.39 7 50.3 DA 0.00001 14.4 
UMC78 2 40.6 UMC98A 2 85.4 DD 0.00002 11.7 
Anthesis (POL) 
BNL8.35 3 49.1 UMC110 7 21.4 AA 0.00020 12.1 
UMC121 3 14.8 ISU069 2 74.0 AA 0.00029 11.6 
UMC121 3 14.8 ISU138 2 72.0 AA 0.00023 13.2 
DA 0.00070 
Bt1 5 78.0 Agp1 6 148.6 AA 0.00021 14.7 
UMC86B 5 0.0 ISU136A 9 12.2 AA 0.00800 13.2 
DA 0.00700 
ISU109 2 147.1 ISU139 6 0.0 AA 0.00005 12.7 
ISU048 10 64.8 ISU168A 2 156.2 DA 0.00058 15.3 
ISU136B 4 110.2 ISU093 6 86.3 AD 0.00015 13.8 
*Locus with asterisk {*) was also significantly associated with the QTL controlling 
the trait based on single-locus assessment by composite interval mapping. 
Ch is chromosome. 
®Type of epistatic interactions. 
^Probability for the interaction 
is the phenotypic variance explained by the interactions and was calculated 
by dividing the partial sums of squares for the interaction with the total sums 
of squares. 
Figure 1. Genetic linkage map of the Mo17xH99 F2 population and placement of QTL. Distance (cM, Haldane) 
of each locus is relative to the first locus at a given chromosome (numbered 1 -10 at the top of each 
chromosome). Loci with indicates a dominant locus. Except for ISU081 and ISU077B, loci with one, two, or 
three asterisks indicate a significant distortion from the 1:2:1 ratio (P < 0.05, 0.01 or 0.001). Loci ISU081 and 
ISU077B had significant deviations from the 3:1 ratio (P < 0.05). Boxes to the right of each chromosome 
represent support interval for the QTL with LOD scores greater than 2.0. Black (Mo17) and light (H99) boxes 
indicate the additive value of these parents increased the value of the trait. The diamond indicates the peak of 
the QTL. 
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Figure 1. Continued. 
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Figure 2. Two-locus interactions associated with PHT and POL of the population Mo17 x H99, 
Letters A and B represent locus 1 and locus 2, respectively. Upper case A and B indicate Mo17 alleles. 
Lower case a and b indicate H99 alleles. 
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GENETIC ANALYSIS OF QUANTITATIVE TRAIT LOCI ASSOCIATED 
WITH PLANT STATURE AND FLOWERING ACROSS 
EARLY GENERATIONS OF A MAIZE POPULATION 
A paper to be submitted to Maydica 
Dwi Asmono\ Peter J. Freymark\ Wendy L. Woodman\ Michael Lee^* 
Abstract 
The consistency of QTL detection across generations has been an important 
issue for genetic studies of agronomically important traits. The objectives of this 
experiment were to (i) estimate the number and distribution of QTLs for plant stature 
and flowering traits in the early generations of a maize population, and (ii) compare 
QTL detection, effects, and gene action across generations. One hundred twenty-
three RFLP loci and one color marker (P1 locus) were used to construct a genetic 
linkage map. QTL locations and effects were estimated by composite interval 
mapping. Comparison of QTL detection was conducted on F2 plants and their F2:3 
progeny. Over all six traits, 86 QTLs were detected across F2 and F2;3 generations. 
More QTLs were unique in the F2;3 (40) than in the F2 (24) generation. Evidence of 
consistent detection was observed at 26 % (22 of 86) of the total QTLs. Most QTLs 
that were common in the F2 and F2;3 generations had an intermediate to strong 
association with phenotypic variation. Most parental effects were conserved across 
generations but the magnitude of effects was usually smaller in the F2;3. 
^Department of Agronomy, Iowa State University, Ames, lA 50011, USA. 
' Author for correspondence (fax +1 515 294 3163). 
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Comparison of QTL detection may be affected by confounding environmental effects 
and sampling variation of the population. 
Introduction 
Most QTL detection in early generations of maize populations has focused on 
one generation, mostly unreplicated progeny, such as F2 generation (EDWARDS et 
al., 1987; STUBER eta!.. 1987; STUBER etaL, 1992; ABLERetal., 1991). Despite 
the advantages of QTL studies with the F2 generation (PATERSON et ai. 1991), 
such a study may have weaknesses. For quantitative traits with low heritabilities, 
the QTL assessment by single-plant basis may limit the detection of QTLs with small 
effects. Simulation studies indicated greater efficiency of QTL detection with 
replicated progenies (COWEN ef a/., 1988; KNAPP and BRIDGES, 1990). KNAPP 
and BRIDGES (1990) reported that the power testing hypothesis of the mean of 
QTL genotypes would increase with replicated progeny. COWEN (1988) presented 
evidence that the QTLs with smaller effects undetected in the Fj generation could 
be detected in later generations. Increasing the number of progeny evaluated also 
allows the detection of QTL with smaller effects. Comparing QTL detection in the Fj 
and F2-derived lines will be useful for describing the genetic variability of a 
population and testing the predictions of the simulation studies. 
QTL detection across generations has been investigated in maize and 
tomato. In tomato, evidence of consistent detection was observed at 11 of the 25 
QTLs in F2 and F2:3 generations of interspecific crosses, which were planted in 
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similar environments. The consistency of QTL detection was lower, 35 % (7 of 20), 
when both generations were planted in quite different environments (PATERSON et 
ai, 1991). In maize, consistency of QTL detection was reported in different 
generations of crosses between near isogenic lines. Evidence of consistent 
detection was observed for flowering and plant height QTLs located on 
chromosomes 1, 8, and 10 (KOESTER etai, 1993). AUSTIN and LEE (1996) 
compared QTLs detection between F2;3 and generations of maize and reported 
that 70 % of the QTLs associated with plant stature and flowering were observed in 
both generations. To our knowledge, QTL detection with Fj plants and their 
progeny has not been reported from an elite maize population. 
In the experiment described herein, the genetic basis of quantitative variation 
for plant stature and flowering components were investigated in 150 F2 plants and 
their F2;3 lines derived from a single cross of elite inbred lines Mo17 and H99. The 
objectives of the experiment were to (i) determine the number and distribution of 
QTLs associated with plant stature and flowering traits in the F2;3 generation of a 
maize population, and (ii) compare QTL detection, effect, and gene action on traits 
across generations of F2 plants and their F2;3 progeny. 
Materials and Methods 
Plant material and phenotyping 
The F2 plants and F2;3 lines used in this study originated from a single cross 
between two inbred lines, Mo17 and H99. Field evaluation was conducted on 150 
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unselected F2 plants at the Agronomy and Agricultural Engineering Research Center 
(AAERC) near Ames, Iowa, in 1990. Six traits were evaluated on individual F2 
plants, plant height (PHT), ear height (EHT), top height (THT), degree days to 
anthesis (POL), degree days to silk emergence (SILK), and silk delay (ASI). ASI 
was calculated by subtracting the POL value from the SILK value. Procedures of 
data collection from Fj plants have been presented (ASMONO, 1998). 
Each F2 plant was self-pollinated to obtain F2;3 seeds. The F2:3 progeny were 
evaluated in experiments conducted at the Agronomy and Agricultural Engineering 
Research Center (AAERC, planted on 14 May 1991) and the Atomic Energy 
Research Center (AERC, planted on 9 May 1991) near Ames, Iowa. Each 
experiment used a (12 x 13) Rectangular Lattice Design with two replications. Each 
F2;3 was grown in a single-row plot of 5.5 m long. The spacing between rows was 
0.76 m. Six entries of controls were used, consisted of two entries each of M017, 
H99, and Mo17 x H99 F, hybrid. Plots were planted by machine at a density of 
76,500 kernels ha"^ and were thinned to the density of 57,400 plants ha"V For the 
purpose of comparisons with the F2 plants, six traits were evaluated, PHT, EHT, 
THT, POL, SILK, and ASI. Procedures for trait measurements have been described 
(VELDBOOM et al., 1994). Five competitive plants from each plot were used for 
PHT, EHT, and THT measurements. PHT (in cm) was measured after pollination 
from the ground level to the tip of the tassel. EHT (cm) was measured after 
pollination from the ground level to the node of the primary ear. THT (cm) was 
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calculated by subtraction (PHT - EHT). POL and SILK dates were recorded fronn 
the planting date until the date of 50 % pollen shed and the date of 50 % silk 
emergence. This information was used to calculate the Growing Degree Units 
(GDU) values by using the formula [(maximum °C + minimum °C) / 2] - 10 °C 
(ALDRICH et ai, 1986). When the actual temperature was beyond the limits, lower 
than 10°C or higher than 30 °C, this value was used as a substitute for the actual 
temperature for calculating POL and SILK values. ASI was computed by 
subtraction (SILK - POL). 
Trait data analyses 
The mean and range of each trait were calculated from measurements made 
directly on F2 plants (ASMONO, 1998). For ¥2^ lines, data were collected on a plot 
basis. Analyses were first conducted in each environment (F2;3-AAERC and F2;3-
AERC). Standard analyses of variance for a Rectangular Lattice Design for each 
trait in each location were performed by PLABSTAT software (UTZ, 1987). Entry 
means for each trait in F2:3 lines were adjusted for lattice block effects (COCHRAN 
and COX, 1957). Adjusted entry variances were partitioned into F2:3 line, check, and 
F2:3 line versus check variances. The adjusted entry means from AAERC and 
AERC environments were averaged (F2;3 mean environment or F2;3-mean). Analysis 
of variance for each trait on combined environments was conducted by SAS PROC 
GLM (SAS INSTITUTE, 1991) to assess the sum of squares of the F2:3 lines, F2;3 
lines versus environment, and error. 
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Genetic components of variance of F2^ lines (cr\), genotype x environment 
interactions (a^ge) and their corresponding standard errors in each trait were 
calculated according to SEARLE (1971). Broad-sense heritability (h^) for each trait 
was calculated on F2:3 progeny mean basis (HALLAUER and MIRANDA. 1988) by 
the formula: 
= cy\ / [(a^e / re) + (a^ge / e) + G\] 
Here, cj^g, cr^gg, a^e, e, and r represent the variance component of F2.3 lines, variance 
component of F2;3 lines by environment interaction, error variance, number of 
environments, and replication, respectively. Exact confidence intervals (90 %) of the 
heritability estimates were calculated (KNAPP et a!., 1985). Pearson phenotypic 
correlations of the traits were calculated for F2 plants, Fs s mean, and between F2 
and F2;3 generations. 
Map construction and QTL analysis 
The RFLP assay and map construction have been described in detail 
(ASMONO, 1998). Analyses of QTL were conducted on F2 plants and F2:3 lines in a 
similar way. QTL locations, effects, and actions were determined on F2 plants, F2;3-
AAERC, F2;3-AERC, and F2:3 mean environment by composite interval mapping 
(JANSEN and STAM, 1994; ZENG, 1994). Theoretical and empirical studies 
indicated that QTL detection with the mean environment showed a better precision 
than with individual environments (AUSTIN and LEE, 1998a: KNAPP and 
BRIDGES, 1990; VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996b). The unpublished data for QTLs 
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associated with 13 traits detected over AAERC and AERC environments identified 
219 QTLs; 113 QTLs (51.6 %) were detected in AAERC, 126 (57.5 %) QTL were 
observed at AERC, and 142 (64.8 %) QTLs were detected in the mean 
environment. The highest number of QTL detected on the mean environment was a 
reflection of the increased precision of QTL detection, as a result the decreased 
standard error of line values for each trait (KNAPP and BRIDGES, 1990). This 
suggested the mean environment was the best source of information for QTL 
detection. The higher efficiency of QTL detection in the mean environment was 
achieved even though the genotype by environment interactions of each trait were 
highly significant and the environments were highly diverse (VELDBOOM and LEE, 
1996b; AUSTIN and LEE, 1998a). Based on these arguments, for a better 
comparison of QTL detection across generations, only F2;3 mean environment 
(average of F2:3.aaerc ^nd F2;3.aerc) were compared with F2 plants. 
The QTL analyses were facilitated by the PLABQTL software version 1.0 
(UTZ and MELCHINGER, 1996). The model for QTL detection included additive 
and dominance effects (ZENG,1994; UTZ and MELCHINGER, 1994; BOHN etal., 
1996); 
yj = m + b*iX*gji + b*2X*c]ji + I bi^Xjif + sj 
In which, yj represents the trait value of theyth F2 plants (or F2:3 lines); m is the 
grand mean; b*i and b*2 are additive and dominance effects of the QTL in marker 
interval (/, I +1), respectively; X*aj, and X*cy, indicate conditional expectations of the 
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random variables A (additive) and D (dominance) given the observed genotype at 
the flanking markers. When the QTL genotype is QQ or qq, A will be 0 or 2 while D 
will be 0; If the QTL genotype is Qq, A will be 1 and D will be 1 (for Fj) or 0.5 (for 
f^2:3): bi, indicates a partial regression coefficient of the trait value related to kth 
cofactor; Xj,, is a known variable (cofactor) assuming value either 1, 0. or-1 if the 
genotype of individual j at marker locus k is or m^m^, respectively. £} is 
a residual variable. Selection of markers associated with QTLs as cofactors was 
conducted according to PLABQTL by stepwise regression with an F-value 3.5. To 
identify as many QTLs as possible, the significant QTL was declared if the LOD 
score of a QTL was larger than 2.0 (ASMONO, 1998). The percentage of 
phenotypic variation explained by a QTL was estimated by the square of the partial 
correlation coefficient between the QTL and the observed variable, assuming all 
other QTL effects fixed. The genotypic variation explained by the QTLs is the ratio 
between and the heritability estimate (SCHON etaL, 1994; VELDBOOM and 
LEE, 1996a). The single QTL effects, total LOD score and phenotypic variation 
explained by all QTL were estimated by simultaneously fitting a model including all 
QTL detected for the trait (UTZ and MELCHINGER, 1996). Herein, the additive and 
dominance estimates assume the male parent (H99; 'B', which indicates a locus is 
homozygous for the H99 allele) carries the favorable allele. Consequently, a positive 
value associated with the additive effect indicated the H99 allele increased the trait 
value, while a negative value indicated the Mo17 allele (female parent; 'A', which 
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indicates a locus is homozygous for Mo17 allele) increased the trait value. As a 
consequence of selfing, the ability to detect dominance deviation with Fjis lines will 
be reduced by half from the F2 generation. In this case, the estimates of 
dominance effect of F2 3 lines were doubled (MATHER and JINKS, 1971; SCHON et 
a!., 1993; VELDBOOM ef a/., 1994). The average level of dominance (|d/a() of a 
QTL was calculated by the ratio between the dominance effect and the additive 
effect of a QTL. Gene action was determined from the average level of dominance, 
in accordance with a previous report: additive (|A|) = 0 to 0.20; partial dominance 
(|P1) = 0.21 to 0.80; dominance (|D|) = 0.81 to 1.20; and over dominance (10|) > 
1.20. 
Results and Discussion 
Field data analysis 
Trait data on Fj plants and F2;3 lines are summarized in Table 1. Comparison 
of F2 plants and F2:3 lines was conducted for plant stature components (PHT, EHT, 
THT) and flowering components (POL, SILK, ASI). The means of plant stature 
components of F2 were larger than those of F2;3, while the mean of flowering 
components of Fj was smaller than those of F2;3. The gonetic variance component 
of F2:3 lines (cr^g) was highly significant (P < 0.01) in all traits. The variance 
component of genotype x environment interactions (cr^ge) was significantly different 
at P < 0.05 only for EHT. indicating the environments have small influences on the 
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overall plant stature and flowering phenotypes. Most traits have high heritability 
estimates (0.74 - 0.86). 
QTL effects for plant stature 
Forty-three QTLs (based on overlapping support intervals) for plant stature 
were detected across generations. Of the 43 QTLs, 15 were present only in the F2, 
19 were present only in the F2;3, and 9 were present in both generations (Table 3). 
PHT and THT had fewer number of QTLs detected in the Fj ^ . Of the 17 PHT QTLs, 
9 were detected only in the F2, 6 were identified only in the F2;3, and 2 were found in 
the F2 and F2:3. For THT QTLs, 6 QTLs were detected in the F2, whereas 5 were 
detected in the F2:3 generation. One of these QTLs was found in F2 and F2;3. 
Sixteen QTLs were detected for EHT with 6 being common QTLs in both 
generations. EHT had the greatest increase in the number of QTLs with additional 
9 QTLs were detected in the Fj.s, whereas only 1 additional QTL was detected in the 
F2. Overall, 21 % of the plant stature QTLs were detected in the F2 and F2:3 
generations. 
Most QTLs controlling plant stature detected in the F2 and F2;3 generations 
had intermediate to strong association with phenotypic variation. Yet, there were no 
strong indications that the QTL with a large effect in one generation would also have 
a large effect in the other generation. For example, a PHT QTL in the F2 (40.6 % of 
the phenotypic variation) was associated with 12.5 % of the variation in the F2:3. 
QTL controlling 42.9 % of the EHT variation in the F2 was present in the F2:3, 
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controlling 20.1 % of the variation. On the other hand, the QTL controlling the 
largest EHT variation in the F2:z (26.1 %) was associated with only 9.1 % of the 
variation in the F2. Some QTLs with large additive effects in the F2 were not 
detected in the F2 2 generation. The PHT QTL of the F2 near locus ISU19B of 
chromosome 5, with the largest effect of 11 cm, was not observed in the F2:3. An 
EHT QTL, with effect 7.8 cm, was detected only in the F2, while QTLs with smaller 
effects were present in both generations. The common QTLs for PHT had the 
second and fourth largest additive effects in the F2. The THT QTL with the largest 
additive effect (6.2 cm) was only observed in the F2. In general, the magnitudes of 
the estimated effects in the F2 were larger than in the F2;3 generation. 
Some QTLs with a large effect in the F2 were possibly resolved into more 
than 1 QTL, tightly linked, with smaller effects in the F2:3 (Table 3; Fig. 1). For 
instance, a PHT QTL in the Fj was observed between regions UMC78 - UMC4 of 
chromosome 2, contributing 40.6 % of the variation. In the F2;3 generation, 2 PHT 
QTLs were observed within the UMC78 - UMC4 region, explaining 12.5 and 14.4 % 
of the variation. Similarly, a QTL controlling 42.9 % of the variation for EHT was 
observed in the F2, within the region NPI236 - BNL6.32 of chromosome 1. In the 
^2:3 generation, two QTLs, contributing 20.1 % and 13.3 % of the variation, were 
observed within that region. 
Recently, by using F6;7 generation and the composite interval mapping, 
AUSTIN and LEE (1998a) identified an additional PHT QTL, resulting in 3 QTLs 
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located within the region NPI236 - BNL6.32 of chromosonne 1. Similarly. GRAHAM 
et al. (1997) reported that a yield QTL with large effect detected in the F3 generation 
was dissected into at least two QTL with smaller effects in a later generation 
(BC2S-,). AUSTIN and LEE (1998a,b) argued that the later generation should be 
more efficient and powerful for QTL detection than early generation because of 
increased recombination for separation of linked QTLs. in this observation, no 
strong evidence could be used to distinguish whether the additional QTLs in a 
certain region of Fj s chromosome were due to the use of replicated progeny or 
additional recombination within this region. 
Plant stature QTLs detected in the F2 and F2 2 have the same parental effects 
(Table 3). Usually, Mo17 alleles increase the trait values. In PHT. for instance, two 
QTLs located near ISU075 on chromosome 1 and near ISU058 on chromosome 2 
had Mo17 alleles contributing increased PHT. Of the 6 common EHT QTLs, only 
two had H99 alleles associated with increased EHT. For THT, 1 QTL within ISU058 
- ISU136C region on chromosome 2 was common to the Fj and F2;3 generations. 
The Mo 17 parental allele of this QTL was responsible for the increase in the THT 
value. 
Additive and partial dominant gene action mostly controlled plant stature traits 
in each generation. Some QTLs had overdominant or dominant gene action. All 
PHT QTLs detected in both generations had similar gene action; partial dominant for 
QTL in the region AN2.3 - ISU169 of chromosome 1 and additive for QTL in the 
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region UMC78 - UMC131 of chromosome 2. The QTL on chromosome 5 with 
overdominant gene action in the Fj was not detected in the F2 2 generation. Only 2 
of the 6 EHT QTLs common in the Fj and F2 2 had the same mode of gene action. 
EHT QTL located on chromosome 5 had overdominant gene action, while the EHT 
QTL of chromosome 7 had additive gene action. The only QTL common for THT 
had part ial dominant gene action in the F2, but addit ive gene action in the F2 3 .  
QTL effects for flowering 
Forty-three QTLs were detected for flowering traits (POL, SILK, ASI): 9 only 
in the F2, 21 only in the F2:3, and 13 in both generations (Table 3: Fig. 1). For POL, 
5 of the 12 QTLs detected in the F2 generation were detected in the F2,3. Two POL 
QTLs were detected only in the Fj, whereas 5 QTLs were identified only in the F2:3. 
Three of the 14 SILK QTLs detected in the F2 were found in the F2;3. Fewer SILK 
QTLs were detected in the F2 than with F2;3 generation. Seventeen QTLs were 
detected for ASI, 3 only in the F2, 9 only in the F2;3, and 5 in the F2 and F2;3. As 
expected (KNAPP and BRIDGES, 1990; COWEN etai, 1988), more flowering QTLs 
were detected in the F2;3 than with the F2 generation. 
Similar to the plant stature components, QTLs with the stronger associations 
with flowering were detected in both generations. However, the relative magnitude 
of the effects and phenotypic variation varied considerably for different traits. In 
most instances, QTLs with the strongest associations with flowering in the F2 had 
lower additive effects in the F2;3. Some QTLs with larger effects in the F2 may be 
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resolved into several QTLs with smaller effects in the A QTL resolved into 
several QTLs with smaller effects were reported in previous studies (AUSTIN and 
LEE. 1998a; GRAHAM et a!., 1997). For instance, one SILK QTL with the largest 
effect (R^ = 15 %) in the Fj was located within UMC37 - ISU019A. In this region, 
two QTLs having the same parental effects and smaller variation, 6.1 % and 12.3 %, 
was found in the F2;3 generation. Smaller additive effects in the Fj ^  may also be 
due to the effects of recombination or overestimation in the F2 (AUSTIN and LEE, 
1998a). 
Most flowering QTLs found in the F2 and Fj j had the same parental effects. 
For example, l\/lo17 alleles increased the SILK trait value at all common QTLs 
(chromosomes 1 and 4). Of the five common POL QTLs. 3 had positive effects from 
M0I7. Similarly, Mo17 alleles controlled ASI at 4 of the 5 common QTLs. The 
higher number of QTLs with positive effects from Mo17 was in accordance with the 
phenotypic data, in which Mo17 requires more heat units to reach POL and SILK 
than H99. A possible cross-over effect was observed in ASI QTL located within 
BNL6.25 - ISU045 of chromosome 5. The QTL had positive effect from H99 in the 
F2 and Mo17 in the F2;3. While the support intervals of the QTLs were overlapping, 
the peaks of the QTLs were separated by 12 cM. The QTLs were also located 
within two big gaps: BNL625 - UMC72 (19.3 cM) and UMC72 - ISU141 (20.9 cM). 
The use of replicated progeny or recombination in F2.3 may detect other QTL, tightly 
linked to the first QTL, that was not detected in the F2. Environment may also 
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contribute to the cross-over phenomenon. Although the phenotypic data showed 
that the genotype by environment was not significant for ASI in the Fj 3 (Table 1), 
the QTL was detected only in the AAERC and mean environment (data not shown). 
In fact, the detection of QTL in the F2 and F2 2 was also conducted in different years. 
Epistasis may involve in the expression of different parental effects. 
QTLs controlling flowering components showed a range of gene action. Two 
of the 5 POL QTLs common for F2 and F2:3 had the same gene action, partial 
dominance. Four of the 5 ASI QTLs common for Fj and F2:3 had similar gene 
action; additive for QTL on chromosome 8, partial dominance for QTLs on 
chromosomes 2 and 9, and overdominance for QTL on chromosome 5. Only 1 of 
the 3 SILK QTLs common in both generations has the same action, overdominance. 
The overdominance gene action associated with QTLs affecting flowering was 
reported (VELDBOOM et al., 1994). A possible pseudo-overdominant gene action 
was observed for ASI and EHT QTLs within interval BNL6.25 - ISU141 of 
chromosome 5 in the F2 generation. Both QTLs exhibited overdominant gene 
action. However, the genes seems to be linked in a repulsion phase as indicated by 
the different parental effects (Mo17 for EHT and H99 for ASI). When genes are 
linked in repulsion, the dominance variance will be overestimated, while the additive 
variance will be underestimated. Consequently, repulsion linkage between 
favorable genes having at least partially dominant gene action may be observed as 
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overdominance (MOLL et ai, 1964). However, this phenomenon was not observed 
in the ¥2:2, generation. 
Several QTLs were detected in only one generation. Nine of the 43 flowering 
QTLs were only detected in the Fj, while almost 50 % (21/43) were identified in the 
F2:3 generation. The unique QTLs were not only QTLs with small effects but also 
QTLs with large effects (Table 3). For example, a SILK QTL on chromosome 4 
explaining 27.4 % of the phenotypic variation among F2;3 lines was not detected in 
the F2 generation. The use of replicated progeny could contribute to the increased 
power of QTL detection in the Fj^. COWEN ef al. (1988) demonstrated that QTL 
with smaller effects undetected in the F2 generation could be detected with 
replicated progeny. Environmental effects should also influence the comparison 
across generation because the trait evaluations in the F2 and F2:3 were conducted In 
different years. 
Sampling variation of environments and population 
Comparison of QTL detection across generations may be confounded by 
environmental effects. Over all six traits, more QTLs were detected in the Fjrs than 
with Fj generation. PHT and THT were the only traits for which fewer QTLs were 
detected in the F2:3. Overall, only 21 % (9 of 43) plant stature and 30 % (13 of 43) 
flowering QTLs were consistent across generations. On the other hand, 44 % (19 of 
43) plant stature QTLs and 49 % (21 of 43) flowering QTLs were unique in the F2;3 
generation. While the increased power associated with the use of replicated 
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progeny may explain the additional QTL in the F2:3, the environmental effects could 
also influence the consistency of a QTL so that such a QTL was detected only in 
one generation. The large influence of the environment may not be the case in the 
F2;3, because the F2:3 mean environment was used to detect QTLs and the G x E 
interactions were mostly not significant (Table 1). However, QTL detection in the Fj 
generation was based on individual plants grown in one environment. Therefore, it 
was possible that the environment prevented the detection of QTL in F2, leading to 
the underestimation of the numbers of QTL detected for this generation. In addition, 
the F2 and F2;3 generations compared in this experiment were planted in the same 
location but different years. As a consequence, confounding environment effects 
could influence the QTL detection. 
QTL detection could also be affected by sampling variation of the population. 
BEAVIS (1994) reported the inconsistencies of QTL detection conducted with small 
numbers of progeny (less than 500). The power of QTL detection was low if small 
numbers of progeny were used to detect QTL. Consequently, only a small fraction 
of QTL was detected, and the estimated effects of these QTLs could be 
overestimated. In this experiment, only 150 F2 plants and F2;3 lines were used to 
detect QTL. It could be possible that the sample size was not large enough to 
detect reliably QTL with small effects. To obtain accurate estimates of QTL 
numbers and effects, resampling experiments from the same F2 population should 
be evaluated. 
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Linkage and pleiotropy 
Herein, correlations between components of plant stature within generations 
were similar, except between EHT and THT (Table 2). AASTVEIT and AASWEIT 
(1993) argued that linkage, pleiotropy, and environment are the main source of 
correlation among traits. The correlations could be explained by the presence of 
QTLs that seem to be associated with more than one trait. For instance, PHT and 
EHT shared each 5 QTLs in the F2 and F2 2 generations. Two regions in the F2 were 
also observed in the F2:3. ISU119 -ISU169 of the chromosome 1 and UMC78 -
UMC131 of the chromosome 2. PHT and THT shared 4 and 3 QTLs in the F2 and 
F2 3 generations. However, regions in the F2 were not detected in the F2;3 for PHT 
and THT. EHT and THT had negative or low correlations within generations (-0.10 
and 0.24). There were few QTLs associated with both traits in either generation, 1 
in F2 and 3 in the F2:3. A QTL in chromosome 10 of F2;3 had opposite parental effect 
for both trait, H99 for EHT and Mo17 for THT. 
Similar to plant stature, the correlated traits for flowering have QTL located in 
the same region. POL and SILK had a high correlation, r = 0.87 in F2 and r = 0.71 in 
^2:3- These traits shared 6 and 4 QTLs in the F2 and F2;3 generations. Two POL 
and SILK QTLs appeared consistent in both generations, 1 between ISU075-
ISU019A of chromosome 1 and the other between UMC123 - BNL5.46 of 
chromosome 4. A strong correlation between POL and SILK was observed in 
different genetic backgrounds under different environmental conditions (RIBAUT et 
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ai, 1996; VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996b). POL and ASl shared 1 and 4 QTLs in 
the F2 and F2:3. The only POL and ASl QTL in the F2 on chromosome 1 had 
different parental effects, Mo17 for increased POL and H99 for increased ASl. In 
the F2 3, 4 POL and ASl QTLs were located in chromosomes 4, 5, 6 and 8. In 
chromosomes 4, 5, and 8, Mo17 alleles increased POL, while H99 alleles increased 
ASl. Therefore, it was not surprising that the correlation between the traits in the 
Fj 3 was low (r = 0.16; P > 0.05). The POL and ASl associations in the F2 were not 
detected in the F2:3. ASl and SILK had a low correlation in the F2 (r = 0.04) and high 
correlation in the F2 3 (0.81). Both traits shared 2 and 5 QTLs in the F2 and F2:3 
generations. One region in the F2, between ISU074 - UMC37 of chromosome 1, 
was also observed in the F2;3. In the Fj, the ISU104 - ISU018 region of 
chromosome 1 had opposite parental effects, Mo17 alleles increased ASl and H99 
increased SILK. Such opposite parental effects were not detected in the F2:3. 
Between generations, coincidence between correlations and QTL detection 
was observed for plant stature and flowering traits. High correlations were observed 
for PHT (r = 0.80, P < 0.01) and EHT (r = 0.76, P £ 0.01), while medium correlation 
(r = 0.49, P < 0.01) was observed for THT. Two PHT QTLs were found in both 
generations, located on chromosomes 1 and 2. Six EHT QTLs were detected in F2 
and F2:3 located in chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 9. Only 1 THT QTL within 
UMC78 - ISU136C of chromosome 6 appear common in both generations. Strong 
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correlations in each flowering trait (r = 0.41 to 0.61) seems to be associated with the 
detection of QTLs common to both generations. 
The possibility of pleiotropic effects was observed in some regions, as 
indicated by the overlapping support intervals and the close proximity of LOD peaks 
(Fig. 1). In both generations, almost all QTLs for plant stature and flowering were 
observed within NPI236 - ISU019A of chromosome 1. Within this region, QTL 
affecting EHT, POL, and SILK in the F2;3 had the same LOD peak, near ISU018. 
Plant stature and flowering QTLs in this region was observed in previous reports 
(AUSTIN and LEE, 1998a; VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996b). Similarly, QTLs for EHT 
and POL shared support intervals within ISU150 - UMCHOof chromosome 7, with 
LOD peak located near BNL15.40. These observations suggested that some 
regions may have pleiotropic effects. 
Conclusions 
In agreement with theoretical assessments (COWEN etai, 1988; KNAPP 
and BRIDGES, 1990), this empirical comparison of the ?2 and F2:3 generations of 
elite maize detemnined that more QTLs were detected in a replicated progeny. Of 
the 86 QTLs affecting plant stature or flowering, 46 were detected in the F2, while 62 
were identified in the F2;3 generation. Twenty-two QTLs (26 %) were detected in 
both generations. Forty-three plant stature QTLs were detected across generations: 
15 unique in the F2, 19 unique in the F2;3, and 9 common to both generations. For 
flowering, 43 QTLs were detected: 9 were unique in the F2, 21 were unique in the 
F2 3, and 13 were common in the F2 and F2 3. There were agreements between trait 
phenotypic correlations across generations with the consistency of QTL detection on 
the traits. Most QTLs found in the F2 and F2;3 had the same parental effects. The 
parental effects for plant stature and flowering QTLs with Mo17 allele is in 
agreement with the phenotypic data. 
Confounding environment effects could influence the comparison across 
generations because the QTL detection was conducted under different 
environmental conditions: F2 was evaluated in one year and one location, Fj j was 
evaluated in one year and two locations, F2 and F2:3 were evaluated in the same 
location but different years. The comparison across generations could also be 
affected by sampling variation of the population. This experiment used 150 
unselected F2 plants and their F2;3 progeny. The power of QTL detection is low if 
small numbers of progeny (< 500) were used to detect QTL (BEAVIS, 1994) . In 
such cases, only a small fraction of QTLs will be detected with the estimated effects 
of the QTLs may be overestimated. The inconsistency of QTL effects across 
generations could reduce the effectiveness of MAS or mislead the estimation of 
genetic gain. If QTL effects are not consistent, as indicated by some results of this 
analysis, the MAS based on one generation of early generation information perse 
could be unsuccessful. Further information should be available when MAS is 
considered (for review, see LEE, 1995), including consistency of QTL across 
environments (AUSTIN and LEE, 1998a,b), and across samples of the population. 
75 
With this in mind, a resampling experiment from the same Fj population is being 
evaluated to obtain accurate estimates of QTL numbers and effects. The study will 
be discussed in another report. 
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Table 1. Summary of means, ranges, variance components, and heritability estimates of plant stature and 
flowering components of F2 plants and their F2 3 progeny of the maize population, Mo17 x H99. 
PHT (cm) EHT (cm) THT (cm) POL (GDU) SILK (GDU) ASI (GDU) 
Mean" 
Mo17 192 68 127 855 945 67 
H99 112 36 87 830 856 36 
F2 217 78 139 586 604 18 
F2:3 170 57 113 814 865 51 
Range 
F2 170-255 50- 105 110- 170 488-698 521 -720 -29-82 
Fza 128-206 41 -75 82 -  136 767- 901 783-964 -5- 133 
Variance components (F2 3)® 
a^e 99.2 ±8.6 22.4 ± 2.0 90.1 ±7.8 238.6 ± 20.8 813.1 ±70.8 437.7 ± 38.1 
a^ge 47.6 ±2.7 14.1 ±0 8* 44.7 ± 2.6 149.7 ±8.6 469.2 ± 27.0 221.7 ±12.8 
a^9 146.1 ±19.8** 45.1 ±6.1** 63.6 ± 10.2** 356.2 ± 50.3** 965.5 ± 140.7** 496.8 ± 71.1** 
Heritability estimate (F2 3) 
h^ 0.86 0.86 0.74 0.83 0,80 0.82 
C.I. (90 %) (0.82,0.89) (0.82, 0.90) (0.66, 0.80) (0.77,0.87) (0.74, 0.85) (0.76,0.86) 
''M0I7 and H99 parental data were averaged from the adjusted mean of the parents over AAERC and AERC experiment 
® *(**) significant at P < 0.05(0.01). 
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Table 2. Pearson phenotypic correlations of plant stature and flowering trai 
of 150 F2 plants (below diagonal), F2:3 mean (above diagonal), and 
between F2 plants and their F2:3 lines (along the diagonal in bold). 
Trait PHT EHT THT POL SILK ASI 
PHT 0.80** 0.72** 0.84** 0.27** 0.35** 0.27** 
EHT 0.72** 0.76** 0.24** 0.53** 0.44** 0.18* 
THT 0.62** -0.10** 0.49** -0.04 0.15 0.25** 
POL 0.38** 0.59** -0.11 0.61** 0.71** 0.16 




AS! -0.06 -0.32** 0.26** -0.46** 0.04 0.41** 
*(**) significant at P < 0.05 (0.01). 
Table 3. QTL locations, QTL effects, gene actions, and phenotypic variance explained by the QTL 
on 150 F2 plants and their 150 F2:3 progeny of the maize population, Mo17 x H99. 
Trait Chr. ^2 plants F2:3 lines 
Interval® add" dom® Action* Interval® add" dom® Action* R' 
1 60 -90 -8,7 M 0.8 A 10.5 
1 - - - - 106- 110 -4.8 M 0.4 A 18,4 
1 160 -178 -7.7 M 3.0 P 17.0 160 - 180 -5.5 M 1.6 P 12,8 
1 - - - - 192 -240 -1.4 M 9.0 0 6,4 
2 68-74 -10.2 M 1.0 A 40.6 56-70 -5.4 M 0.2 A 12,5 
2 - - - - 80 -104 -5.8 M -1.5 P 14,4 
3 96-132 5.2 H 1.8 P 10.0 - - - -
4 - - - - 2.-32 3.3 H -2,0 P 8.4 
4 34-42 4.9 H -2,4 P 11.8 - - - -
4 126-156 -5.0 M -0,7 A 10.6 - - - -
5 72-80 -4.1 M 5.2 0 11.2 - - - -
5 114-120 10.8 H 1.1 A 13.2 - - - -
6 - - - - 2.-22 3.1 H -2,1 P 7.5 
6 70-88 -4.1 M 2,6 P 7,2 - - - -
7 0-20 3.6 H -1.8 P 7.7 - - - -
7 98- 102 3.6 H -0.7 A 7.4 - - - -
10 - - - - 0 - 6  -3.9 M -0,6 A 14.1 
®Support interval of the QTL relative to the first marker in a given chromosome. 
"The estimated additive component of the QTL due to the H99 allele. A negative value indicates the H99 decreased 
the trait value. M or H indicates the Mo17 or the H99 (parent that its additive effect increases the value of the trait). 
*The estimate of the dominant component of the QTL due to the H99 allele. A negative value indicates the H99 allele 
decreased the trait value, 
* Gene action is determined from the dominance/additive ratio. A, P, D, O indicate additive, 
partial dominance, dominance, and overdominance gene action, respectively. 
is the percentage of phenotypic variance explained by the QTL. The was estimated by the square of the partial 
correlation coefficient between the QTL and the observed variable, fitting all other QTL effects fixed. 
Table 3, Continued, 
Trait Chr. F? plants Fj 3 lines 
Interval® add" dom* Action* Interval® add" dom® Action* 
EHT (cm) 1 68-82 -7.8 M -0.2 A 10.4 
1 - - - - 106 - 110 -2.3 M 1.6 P 17.1 
1 162- 174 -10.4 M 1.3 A 42.9 156-166 -3.2 M 1.9 P 20.1 
1 - - - - 182-190 -2.8 M 1.6 P 13.3 
2 - - - - 0-12 -1.5 M -0.2 A 6.9 
2 68- 76 -5.5 M 0,7 A 15.9 44 -70 -2.2 M 0.9 P 10.9 
3 110- 122 7.3 H 2.1 P 13.8 86-132 2.0 H 1.7 D 6.8 
5 24- 52 -2.4 M -3.6 0 6.0 22-42 -1.0 M -3.7 0 10.2 
6 - - - - 0 - 2 2  2.0 H -1.0 P 10,9 
7 0- 8 4.2 H -0.8 A 8.0 0 - 2  2.5 H -0.3 A 9.8 
7 - - - - 40-48 3.7 H 0,2 A 21.0 
7 - - - - 66-102 0.6 H 3.1 0 6.3 
8 - - - - 14-30 -2.4 M 0.4 A 10,2 
9 40- 48 -8.2 M 0.8 A 9,1 40-46 -3.4 M 2.1 P 26,1 
10 - - - - 0 - 4  -4.3 M -1.4 P 20.2 
10 - - - - 6, - 18 2.3 H -1.6 P 8,5 
THT (cm) 1 - - - - 106-110 
1 146-154 
1 -  -  -  -  160-172 
2 68-76 -6.0 M 1.3 P 19.3 72 -78 
4  -  -  -  -  0 - 3 2  
-5.5 M 2,8 P 19.0 
  
4.8 H -1.9 P 12.1 
-3,9 M 6.9 0 13.6 
6.2 H 0.1 A 19.5 
-5.1 M -0.4 A 11.5 
-3.2 M -1.7 P 10.7 
-4.2 M -0.8 A 19.9 
-4.3 M -0.2 A 8.1 





1 0  -  -  -  - 1 2 , - 6 4  - 3 , 1  M  0 . 6  A  6 . 5  
Table 3. Continued. 
Trait Chr. '"2 plants 
Interval® add" dom® Action* 
FTTilnei 
Interval® add" dom® Action* 
POL (GDU) 1 
1 172 -186 -18.2 M 5.1 P 10.0 
2 112 -140 12.9 H 2.5 A 6.4 
4 0-•14 -11.5 M -7.6 P 6.6 
4 
C 
134 - 162 -21.4 M -15.0 P 6,7 
0 
6 « « 
6 46 -64 12.6 H -12.2 D 7.7 
7 2. -14 12.0 H -0.9 A 6.0 
8 
Q 
0' -16 17.0 H -4.7 P 11.9 
10 
152 - 162 
182 - 192 
12.-36 
126 - 156 
138 - 142 
0 - 2 2  
0 - 2  
2.-30 
58-68 









-6.5 M -9.0 0 9.6 
-8.8 M -10.3 D 17.4 
-5.7 M 10.0 0 8.9 
7.7 H -1.9 P 9.3 
6.6 H 3.6 P 9.0 
5.8 H 2.1 P 8.1 
-5.6 M 7.9 0 8.7 
8.2 H -0.4 A 8.4 
SILK (GDU) 1 126- 152 -10.7 M 7.5 P 8.7 110- 136 -8.1 M 16.9 0 8.8 
1 - - - - 156- 166 -6.1 M 18.6 0 6.2 
1 174- 186 -17.3 M 0.6 A 15.0 182- 190 -12.3 M -3.6 P 6.1 











118-140 12.2 H 7.6 
0-18 -8.2 M -12.0 O 
16-60 16.0 H -12.6 P 
2.-10 17.2 H 1.9 A 









172 - 184 








15.2 0 7.2 
-15.4 0 7.2 
-19.5 D 27.4 
-24.6 O 6,5 
-0.9 A 10.5 
-3.4 P 16.7 
Tables. Continued, 
Trait Chr. F2 plants Fj 3 lines 
Interval® add" dom® Action* Interval® add" dom* Action* 
























































126 - 146 -6.9 M 4.2 P 7.9 
8. -30 7.9 H -4.8 P 9.1 
72 -78 -12.0 M 7.4 P 22.3 
128 -144 -6.7 M -11.5 0 9.5 
38 -56 -5,4 M 18.2 D 6.9 
128 - 156 -8.4 M -8.0 D 12,3 
0 -8 -5.6 M -5.4 D 6,7 
34 -60 -1.8 M 23.6 0 8.7 
128 - 142 7.9 H 0.1 A 11.1 
10. -22 -11.1 M -17.1 0 19.3 
24 -40 -9.0 M 1.5 A 11.6 
74 -92 11.1 H 4.0 P 16.5 
8, -32 -11.1 M 6.5 P 16.6 
88 -92 6.3 H 16.9 0 13.0 
Figure 1. QTL detection in F2 plants and their F2:3 lines. Distance (cM, Haldane) of each locus is relative to the 
first locus at a given chromosome (numbered 1 -10 at the top of each chromosome). Loci with '#' indicates a 
dominant locus. Except for ISU081 and ISU077B, loci with one. two. or three asterisks indicate a significant 
distortion from the 1:2:1 ratio (P < 0.05, 0.01 or 0.001). Loci ISU081 and ISU077B had significant deviations 
from the 3:1 ratio (P < 0.05). Boxes to the right of each chromosome represent support interval for the QTL with 
LOD scores greater than 2.0. Black (Mo17) and light (H99) boxes indicate the additive value of these parents 
increased the value of the trait. The diamond indicates the peak of the QTL. 
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GENETIC ANALYSIS OF QUANTITATIVE TRAIT LOCI ACROSS 
SAMPLES OF A MAIZE SINGLE-CROSS POPULATION: 
I. PLANT STATURE AND FLOWERING 
A paper for submission to Maydica 
Dwi Asmono\ Peter J. Freymark\ Wendy L. Woodman\ Michael Lee^* 
Abstract 
The objectives of this study were to compare (i) QTL locations, (ii) QTL 
effects, and (iii) parental contributions associated with the QTLs detected in two 
independent samples of 150 ^2 2of the same population. Two samples, SP1 
and SP2, were derived by self-pollinating two groups of F2 plants of the single-cross 
population of maize inbred lines Mo17 x H99. One hundred twenty-four loci, 
consisting of one color marker (P1 locus) and 123 RFLP loci assayed from the Fj 
plants of SP1, were used to construct the SP1 genetic linkage map. One hundred 
eleven loci, consisting of PI locus and 110 RFLP loci assayed from the ^2^ ''^es of 
SP2, were used to construct the SP2 map. A consensus map involving 164 loci was 
determined by 71 common markers. Each sample was evaluated in different 
environments. Five plant stature and flowering components were assessed, plant 
height (PHT), ear height (EHT), growing degree days to anthesis (POL), silk 
emergence (SILK), and silk delay (ASI). Composite interval mapping was used to 
define QTLs. Ninety-three QTLs were detected for all traits across both samples. 
Consistency of QTLs across samples varied from 4.5 % (1 of 22) for SILK to 44.4 % 
^ Department of Agronomy, Iowa State University, Ames, lA 50011, USA. 
• Author for correspondence (fax +1 515 294 3163). 
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(8 of 18) for ASI. The magnitudes of QTL effects were not always consistent when 
QTLs were detected in a region in both sannples. All QTLs detected in both samples 
had the same parental effects. 
introduction 
Simulation and empirical studies have indicated that marker-assisted 
selection (MAS) may be effective for selecting superior lines as well as for 
introgressing favorable alleles into other genetic backgrounds (LANDE and 
THOMPSON, 1990; EDWARD and PAGE, 1994; STUBER. 1994; STROMBERG et 
al., 1994). For complex quantitative traits, the success of MAS is influenced by the 
ability to detect and monitor QTLs. One important question for MAS is the degree to 
which the QTLs, with large and small effects, will be consistently detected across 
generations, environments, populations, and samples. 
In maize, QTL detection across generations and environments has been 
discussed (ASMONO, 1998; AUSTIN and LEE, 1998a,b; AUSTIN and LEE, 
1996a,b; BEAVIS et al., 1994; BUBECK et al., 1993; KOESTER et al., 1993; 
RAGOTefa/., 1995; RIBAUTefa/., 1996; VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996a,b). In 
previous experiments with the Mo17 x H99 population, 26 % of plant stature and 
flowering QTLs (22 of 86) were consistent in the Fj and F2;3 generations (ASMONO, 
1998), whereas 50 % of QTLs detected in the F2 2 were verified in the Fg;? 
generations (AUSTIN and LEE, 1998a). For QTL detection across environments, 
92 
VELDBOOM and LEE (1996a) summarized that 50 % of the QTLs were consistent 
In their parental effects and genetic locations. 
In an attempt to select superior lines, maize breeders usually evaluate a 
small number of Fs-derived lines (N = 100 - 200) from a cross. With this in mind, 
QTL studies have used a limited sample of a population. BEAVIS et al. (1991) 
compared small samples (N = 112 - 144) from four populations in maize and 
reported that QTLs detected in a population were not detected in the other 
populations. BUBECK et al. (1993) compared three populations (N = 139, 193, 
and 144) in order to map QTLs for resistance to a fungal pathogen. Except for one 
region on chromosome 2, there was very little agreement among the populations for 
location and effects of QTLs. 
Limited empirical investigations reported the consistency of detecting QTLs 
across samples from the same population. BEAVIS (1994) compared an 
independent sample of 400 F2;3 lines (complete set) and four sub-samples of 100 
F2:3 lines derived from B73 x Mo17 F2. The results suggested that sampling from 
the same population significantly influenced detection of QTLs. Fewer plant height 
QTLs were detected when 100 F2:3 progeny were used. In addition, there was little 
agreement among the sub-samples for QTL locations and effects. Inconsistency of 
QTL detection was reported for grain yield that was assessed from a small sample 
of top-crossed and F2:4 progeny of maize (BEAVIS et al., 1994). A contrasting 
result was reported by AJMONE-MARSAN et al. (1996). In their experiment, a 
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sample of 55 Fj plants was taken from the sample of 232 B73 x A7 F2 plants. The 
F2 plants were self-pollinated to produce 55 F3 lines and were crossed to Mo17 and 
A1 inbred lines. Comparison among a sample of 55 F3 (testcrossed to Mo17 and 
A1) and the sample of 232 F3 progeny revealed that two of the 3 grain yield QTLs 
had consistent genetic positions and parental effects. 
The results from empirical investigations provide some strong evidence 
supporting the simulation studies (SOLLER and BRODY, 1976; BECKMANN and 
SOLLER, 1988; VAN OOlJEN, 1992; DARVASI et al., 1993; CARBONELL etai, 
1993; BEAVIS etai, 1994), which revealed that sampling with a small size (< 500) 
has substantial influence on the locations and effects of QTLs. Some factors, 
including multicollinearity (marker-QTL associations by chance) and a limited 
recombination could become sources of errors for QTL detection with small sample 
sizes (LEE, 1995). In addition, because of the small sample size, only a small 
fraction of QTLs will be detected (BEAVIS, 1994). While the inconsistency of 
detecting QTLs in the previous studies may be due mainly to sampling variation, 
some confounding factors such as parental sources, progeny types, genotype by 
environment interactions (BEAVIS, 1994), and tester lines (AJMONE-MARSAN et 
a/., 1996) may also contribute to the inconsistent detection of QTLs. 
Herein, the consistency of QTL detection across samples from the same 
population will be a major concern. Composite interval mapping was used to assess 
whether QTLs affecting plant stature and flowering traits were consistent across 
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independent samples derived from the same single-cross population. The 
objectives of this study were to compare (i) QTL locations, (iii) QTL effects, and (iii) 
parental contributions associated with the QTLs detected in two independent 
samples of 150 F2:2 lines of the same F2 population. 
Materials and Methods 
Progeny development and phenotyping 
Two independent samples of Mo17 x H99 ^ lines were compared in this 
report. A sample of 150 Fj plants, designated as sample 1 (SP1), was self-
pollinated at the Agronomy and Agricultural Engineering Research Center (AAERC) 
in the summer of 1990 to obtain F2;3 seed. These F2;3 lines were planted in two 
environments, the AAERC and the Atomic Energy Research Center (AERC), near 
Ames, Iowa in the summer of 1991. The planting dates for AERC and AAERC 
experiments for SP1 were 9 and 14 May 1991, respectively. Previously, another 
independent sample of 150 F2 plants, designated as sample 2 (SP2), was selfed-
pollinated in the 1988 -1989 Hawaii winter nursery to produce 150 F2;3 seed. One 
hundred fifty lines were planted at the AAERC on 20 April 1989 and 25 April 1990 
(VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996a; VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996b). 
The SP1 field experiments at the AAERC and AERC in 1991 used a (12 x 13) 
Rectangular Lattice Design with two replications. Each experiment consisted of 150 
F2:3 lines and six entries of controls. The controls included two entries of Mo17, 
H99, and Mo17 x H99 F, hybrid. The same experimental design was used to 
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evaluate SP2 at the AAERC in the 1989 and 1990 environments. The 1989 and 
1990 parental data for the SP2 field experiments were taken from the Iowa 
Experimental Corn Trial inbred test grown at the same location in the same years 
(RUSSELL et ai, 1989; HALLAUER et a/., 1990). The single-row plots of all 
experiments were 5.5 m long with a distance of 0.76 m between rows. Plots were 
machine-planted with a density of 76,500 kernel ha'^ and were thinned to a density 
of 54,400 plants ha"\ 
Five traits were observed, plant height (PHT), ear height (EHT), degree days 
to anthesis (POL), degree days to silk emergence (SILK), and silk delay (ASI). Trait 
measurements were in accordance to VELDBOOM et al. (1994). PHT (in cm) was 
measured after pollination from the ground level to the top of the tassel. EHT (cm) 
was measured after pollination from the ground level to the node that supported the 
primary (top) ear. POL and SILK are recorded from the planting date until the date 
when 50 % of the plants in a plot shed pollen or exhibit silks. This information was 
used to calculate the Growing Degree Units (GDU) of POL and SILK values by 
using the fonnula [(maximum °C + minimum °C) / 2] - 10°C (ALDRICH et al., 1986). 
When the actual temperature was beyond the limits, lower than 10°C or higher than 
30°C, these values were used as substitutes for the actual temperature for 
calculating POL and SILK values. ASI was computed by subtraction (SILK - POL). 
In this report, PHT and EHT are the plant stature components. POL, SILK, and ASI 
are the flowering components. 
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RFLP assay and map construction 
The RFLP assay has been described in detail (ASMONO, 1998; VELDBOOM 
et al., 1994). One hundred twenty-four loci, consisting of one color nnarker (PI 
locus) and 123 RFLP loci assayed from the 150 F2 plants of SP1, were used to 
construct the SP1 genetic linkage map. For SP2, a genetic linkage map was 
constructed by using the P1 locus and 110 RFLP loci assayed from the 150 F2:3 
lines of SP2. In both samples, SP1 and SP2, genetic linkage maps were 
constructed by using MAPMAKER/EXP3.0b software (LANDER eta!., 1987) and the 
Haldane mapping function (HALDANE, 1919). Linkage between loci was declared if 
a LOD score was greater than 3.0. 
Locus order was consistent between SP1 (ASMONO, 1998) and SP2 
(VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996a,b) genetic linkage maps. Only loci ISU12 and 
NPI287 on chromosome 10 showed an inverted order. However, the observation 
should not influence QTL comparisons across samples. While the map order 
showed a high consistency, the genetic distance between two common markers in 
SP1 was not necessarily in agreement with that in SP2 (data not shown). Because 
of the consistency of locus order, a consensus map of SP1 and SP2 could be 
created on the basis of common markers. 
The consensus map of SP1 and SP2 of Mo17 x H99 is presented in Fig. 1. 
The map consists of 71 loci mapped in SP1 and SP2, 53 unique loci (only used) for 
SP1, and 40 unique loci for SP2. In general, loci used for SP1 covered the genome 
more completely than those for SP2. Unique loci for SRI were distal to the common 
markers on chromosomes 2, 4, 5, 6, and 10. SP1 and SP2 had the same loci on 
chromosomes 1, 3, 8, and 9. Chromosome 7 was covered by more unique loci for 
SP2, approximately 36 cM distal to common loci BNL15.40. The difference of map 
coverage should have an impact in the comparison of QTL detection. 
Trait data analyses 
The data were analyzed for each field experiment of SP 1 (AAERC and 
AERC experiments) and SP 2 (1989 and 1990 experiments). The analysis of 
variance for Rectangular Lattice Design for each trait in each experiment was 
conducted by using PLABSTAT software to estimate the mean squares of 
replications, unadjusted entry, adjusted block, and effective error (UTZ, 1987). 
Entry means for each trait in each experiment were adjusted for block effects, 
according to COCHRAN and COX (1957). In each sample, the adjusted entry 
means from both experiments were averaged to obtain the SP1 and SP2 F2 2 mean 
environments. SP1 mean environment was the average of F2:3.aaerc ^^d F2;3.aerc .  
whereas SP2 mean environment was the average of F2;3.i989 and F2;3.ig9o. The 
analysis of variance for each trait in each sample across environments was 
conducted by SAS PROC GLM (SAS INSTITUTE, 1991) to assess the sums of 
squares of the F2;3 lines, F2;3 lines versus control, and error. In both samples, 
genetic components of variance of F2:3 lines (cj^g), genotype x environment 
Interactions (cr^ge), and their corresponding standard errors were calculated 
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according to SEARLE (1971). Broad-sense heritabilities (h^) were calculated on the 
basis of F2;3 progeny means (HALLAUER and MIRANDA, 1988). KNAPP et al.'s 
(1985) formula was used to estimate the exact confidence interval (90 %) of the 
heritability estimates. Pearson phenotypic correlations of the traits was calculated 
for SP1 and SP2 on the basis of the Fj s mean environment for each sample. 
QTL analysis 
Previous studies reported that mean environments give the best predictors 
for QTL detection compared to individual environments (AUSTIN and LEE, 1998a; 
KNAPP and BRIDGES, 1990; VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996b). Therefore, analyses 
of QTL in each trait in this report were performed independently on SP1 and SP2 on 
the basis of the Fj a mean. The association of markers with QTL was detected by 
composite interval mapping (JANSEN and STAM, 1994; ZENG, 1994). PLABQTL 
software version 1.0 (UTZ and MELCHINGER, 1996), was used to detect the QTLs. 
The model for QTL detection involved additive and dominance effects (BOHN et ai, 
1996; ZENG, 1994; UTZ and MELCHINGER. 1994); 
y, = m + ^. 
where yj is the trait value of the /th F2;3 line; m is the mean of the Fj^ lines; b*, and 
b*2 are additive and dominant effects of the putative QTL in marker interval {I, I +1), 
respectively; and X*Q,y, are conditional expectations of the random variables A 
and D given the observed genotype at the flanking markers. A will be 0, 1, or 2, and 
D will be 0, 0.5, or 0 if the putative QTL genotype is QQ, Qq, or qq; bj, is a partial 
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regression coefficient of the trait value of the yth F2:3 lines {yj) related to the kth 
cofactor; is a dummy variable (cofactor), assuming the value either 1. 0, or -1 
when the genotype of individual j at marker locus k is or 
respectively. ^ is a random variable. Stepwise regression with an F-value 3.5 was 
used to select markers associated with QTLs as cofactors. The choice of markers 
as cofactors was facilitated by the PLABQTL CovSEL command. A QTL was 
declared if a LOD score of 2.0 or greater was achieved (ASMONO, 1998). 
Estimates of the percentage of the phenotypic variance explained by a QTL were 
calculated by the square of the partial correlation coefficient between the QTL and 
the phenotypic observation, keeping all other QTL effects fixed. The genotypic 
variance explained by the QTL was calculated by the ratio between the phenotypic 
variation and the herltability estimate (SCHON etal., 1994; VELDBOOM and LEE, 
1996a). Estimates of the single QTL effects, total LOD score, and phenotypic 
variation explained by all QTL were obtained by simultaneously fitting a model 
including all QTL detected for the trait (UTZ and MELCHINGER, 1996). The male 
parent (H99) was assumed to carry the favorable allele in the estimation of additive 
and dominance effects. Therefore, a positive value of the additive effect indicated 
the H99 allele increased the trait value, while a negative value indicated the Mo17 
allele increased the trait value. The estimates of dominance effects of the fz-z lines 
were doubled because the ability to detect dominance deviation with Fj s lines was 
reduced by half from the F2 generation (MATHER and JINKS, 1971; VELDBOOM et 
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al., 1994). The average level of dominance (|d/a() of a QTL was calculated by the 
ratio between the dominance effect and the additive effect of a QTL. Gene action 
was determined by |d/a| and the classification followed criteria: additive if |d/a| < 
0.20; partial dominance if 0.21 < |d/a| < 0.80; dominance if 0.81 < |d/a| < 1.20; and 
overdominance if |d/a| > 1.20 (STUBER et al., 1987). To compare the location of 
QTLs for SP1 and SP2, the QTLs (including support interval) of SP2 were located 
within the consensus linkage map on the basis of common markers. 
Results and Discussion 
Morphological traits 
The means, ranges, variance components, and heritability estimates of the 
traits are presented in Table 1. In general, the f2:3 of SP2 had larger trait 
means than the ^ lines of SP1. Transgressive segregation was found for EHT, 
POL, SILK, and ASI. Genotype by environment interactions were not observed for 
PHT, POL, SILK, and ASI in SP1, and EHT in SP2. The genotype by environment 
interactions indicated the environments in SP2 (one location, 2 years) contributed 
more to the phenotypic variation than those in SP1 (same year, 2 locations), 
suggesting years contributed more to the variation than location. In all instances, 
the genotypic variance (a^g) was significant, indicating the difference between lines. 
Overall, the heritability estimates were between 0.74 - 0.87. Phenotypic correlations 
between traits are presented in Table 2. 
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QTL affecting plant stature: PHT and EHT 
QTL analyses for PHT revealed 17 QTLs (based on overlapping support 
intervals) across samples. Only 4 of the PHT QTLs were detected in both samples: 
1 on chromosome 1, 2 on chromosome 2, and 1 on chromosome 6 (Table 3; Fig.1). 
One QTL near AN2.3 had potentially overlapping Sis if stringent rules of QTL 
detection are relaxed into 3 cM. Most QTLs did not have the same LOD score and 
phenotypic variation in both samples. For instance, a QTL detected on 
chromosome 1 ranked 8 (R^ = 6.4 %, LOD = 2.2) in the SP1 and ranked 2 (R^ = 15 
%, LOD = 5.2) in the SP2. A QTL near locus ISU117 on chromosome 2 ranked 2 
(R^ = 14.4 %) on SP1 and ranked 8 (R^ = 8.1 %) on SP2. The QTL for SP2 on 
chromosome 6 explaining 6.2 % of the variation was detected in SP1 representing 
7.5 % of the variation. Corresponding LOD scores for these QTLs were only 2.5 
and 2.0, suggesting that QTL with minor effects could be consistent across small 
samples from the same population. 
Some QTLs with the strongest association with PHT variation in one sample 
of progeny were not identified in the others. The PHT QTL of SP1 near locus 
NPI429 on chromosome 1 (18.4 % of the variation with LOD score 6.6) was 
undetected in SP2. Similarly, the QTL of SP2 near locus UMC37 on chromosome 1 
(39.6 % of variation with LOD 16.1) was not detected in SP1. This is in accordance 
with BEAVIS (1994), who reported an inconsistency for QTL detection among the 
subset of B73 x Mo17 SYN4 population. Although the heritability estimates (Table 
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1), the total of phenotypic variation, and the genotypic variation explained by all 
QTLs (Table 3) were extremely similar, relatively few PHT QTLs were identified in 
SP1. 
QTL effects and parental contributions for PHT are presented in Table 4. At 
most PHT QTLs. Mo 17 was associated with an increased height. The QTLs with 
the Mo17 allele generally had larger additive effects. All QTLs common to SP1 and 
SP2 had the same effects. The three common PHT QTLs had Mo17 allele and only 
1 QTL had H99 allele. 
For EHT, 20 QTLs were detected across the samples (Table 3). 
Simultaneous fit of the QTLs explained 79.7 % and 92.7 % of the phenotypic 
variation of SP1 and SP2. respectively. The number of QTLs identified in SP1 and 
SP2 was similar. Seven of the 20 QTLs were common for SP1 and SP2, on 
chromosomes 1, 3, 6, 7. and 9 (Table 3; Fig. 1). For QTLs in common, the 
magnitude of the peak LOD score and phenotypic variation associated with EHT 
were not uniform. The QTL in SP1 (R^ = 26.1 %, LOD 26.1), located near locus 
BNL3.06 of chromosome 9, was detected in SP2, explaining only 11.7 % of the 
phenotypic variation. Similarly, the QTL in SP1 (R^ = 21 %, LOD 7.7) identified in 
chromosome 7 was detected in SP2 (R^ = 11.2 %, LOD 3.8). 
There is evidence that two-thirds (13/20) QTLs identified for EHT were not 
common for SP1 and SP2. This included QTLs with large LOD scores. For 
example, the QTL in SP2 located near locus NPI280 of chromosome 6 (LOD 10.5, 
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= 28.1 %) was not detected in SP1. Tiie QTL found on chromosome 10 (LOD 
7.3) using SP1 was not found in the same region for SP2. 
The results showed that all EHT QTLs common to SP1 and SP2 had the 
same parental effects (Table 4). Mo17 and H99 alleles had similar effects. Mo17 
allele on chromosomes 1 and 9 increased height by 2.8 to 5.6 cm, whereas H99 
allele on chromosomes 3 and 7 increased height by 2.0 to 4.9 cm. At most QTLs, 
dominance deviations associated with H99 alleles increased the EHT value. Based 
upon the ratio between dominance with additive effect, most QTLs had additive to 
dominance gene action. The effects of QTL and their action in both samples were 
in agreement with the overall phenotypic assessments of the traits (Table 1). 
QTL affecting flowering: POL, SILK, ASI 
Comparison of QTL for POL between SP1 and SP2 can be accomplished by 
evaluating Table 3 and Fig. 1. Sixteen QTLs for POL were detected across 
samples, 5 (31 %) were in common between SP1 and SP2. The QTLs in common 
were located on chromosomes 1, 4, 6, 7, and 9. There was one region on 
chromosome 1 near AN2.3 that was strongly associated with POL for SP1 (LOD 
5.7) and SP2 (LOD 9.9). This region was also associated with other flowering and 
plant stature components. Yet, at most regions in common for SP1 and SP2, the 
magnitudes of the peak LOD score and phenotypic variation were not necessarily 
similar. For example, a POL QTL on chromosome 4 explained 17.4 % of the 
variation (LOD 6.2) was detected in SP2 with LOD 3.2 and = 9.6 %. The peak 
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LOD scores for QTL within the region UMC153 - UMC29B on chromosome 9 were 
uniform, but with a small magnitude for SP1 (LOD 3.0) and SP2 (LOD 3.1). The 
POL QTLs with the strongest association with trait variation usually were detected in 
both samples. However, a QTL on chromosome 2 with a strong association with 
POL in SP2 (LOD 8.3, = 22.9 %) was not detected in the SP1. 
Comparison of QTL effects for POL between SP1 and SP2 were presented in 
Table 4. The estimates of the additive effects for most QTLs detected in both 
samples were similar. For example, the QTL on chromosome 1 contributed 10.3 
GDU (SP1) and 12.8 GDU (SP2) to the overall POL GDU. The exception was 
found on chromosome 6. where the additive effect was doubled in SP2 (14.4 GDU). 
Comparing the effects of the POL QTL identified in both samples showed the 
parental contribution was always the same. Usually, the QTLs in common for SP1 
and SP2 had a MolT allele for increased heat units including QTLs on 
chromosomes 1, 4, and 9. In fact, 60 % (6 of 10) POL QTLs for SP1 had the Mo17 
allele, whereas 55 % (6 of 11) QTLs for SP2 had the H99 allele. 
There were 22 regions associated with SILK (Table 3, Fig. 1). The number 
of QTLs detected in SP1 were less than in SP2. This tends to be associated with 
the heritability estimate of SILK, in which the estimate for SP2 was greater than for 
SP1 (Table 1). Estimates of the total of phenotypic variance associated with all 
QTLs for SP1 and SP2 were 58.0 % and 72.5 %, which corresponded to 66.5 % and 
77.3 % of the genotypic variation, respectively. 
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Most QTLs for SILK were only detected in either SP1 or SP2. It was 
interesting to note that SILK QTLs which accounted for the highest amount of the 
variation, with LOD scores ranging from 6.0 to 12.2, were not in common for SP1 
and SP2. Only one of the 22 SILK QTLs was detected in both samples, near 
NP1268 on chromosome 8. The QTL had a fair association with SILK variation in 
SP1 (R^ = 10.5, LOD 3.6) and SP2 (R^ = 17.9, LOD 6.3). Surprisingly, this QTL was 
not consistent across generations of the Mo17 x H99 population (AUSTIN and 
LEE, 1998a). Two QTLs. on chromosomes 1 and 4, had potentially overlapping Sis 
if stringent rules regarding detection of QTL are relaxed into 5 cM. 
Variation was observed in the parental contribution for the two samples of F2;3 
progeny. Herein, 70 % (7 of 10) SILK QTLs found in SP1 had a Mo17 allele, 
whereas 54 % (7 of 13) QTLs in SP2 had a H99 allele. However, the QTL detected 
in both samples had the same parental effect. This QTL had a positive effect from 
H99. Corresponding estimates of the additive effects for this QTL in the SP1 and 
SP2 were 13.2 and 13.4 GDU. Interestingly, the dominance deviation of the QTLs 
were quite different for both samples, causing the difference of the average level of 
dominance (|d/al) of the QTL. 
Eighteen QTLs influencing ASI were detected across samples (Table 3, Fig. 
1). Analysis of the SP1 revealed 14 QTLs on chromosomes 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 
9. Eight of these QTLs (in chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, and 9) were detected in the 
SP2, as well as four additional QTLs. It seems there was a strong association 
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between the estimate of the heritability (Table 1) and the number of QTL identified in 
each sample of progeny. The ASI in the SP1 with heritability 0.82 tend to be 
associated with more QTLs than in SP2 (h^ = 0.74). The magnitudes of peak LOD 
scores associated with QTLs for ASI in SP1 and SP2 were not necessarily similar. 
Also, some QTLs with strong associations with ASI variation were only identified in 
one sample of progeny. For example, a QTL with LOD score of 7.0 (R^ = 19.3 %) 
was only detected in SP1. Overall, the ASI QTLs in SP1 and SP2 account for 70.2 
% and 85.6 % of the phenotypic variation, respectively. These estimates were 
associated with 50.6 % and 68.4 % of the genotypic variation. 
Consistent with other observations of plant stature and flowering traits, the 
ASI QTLs in both samples of progeny had consistent parental effects. Six regions 
(on chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 9) had Mo17 contributing to an increased ASI, 
whereas 2 regions (on chromosomes 2 and 8) had H99 alleles associated with ASI. 
The sizes of the effects for QTLs with overlapping Sis in SP1 and SP2 were nearly 
the same. For example, the additive effects of QTL located near UMC131 of 
chromosome 2 for SP1 and SP2 were 12.0 and 7.9 heat units, respectively. 
Confounding factor: Environments 
Ninety-three QTLs with significant effects for PHT, EHT, POL, SILK, and ASI 
were identified across two samples of 150 F2;3 lines of the Mo17 x H99 population. 
The number of QTLs found in common in SP1 and SP2 varied from 1 (of 22) for 
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SILK to 8 (of 18) for ASl. The major source of inconsistency in this experiment 
undoubtedly attributes to the influence of sampled progeny. 
The evidence of inconsistent detection across samples from the Mo17 x H99 
population concurred with the results of previous reports with other populations 
(BEAVIS, 1994; BEAVIS et ai, 1991; BEAVIS etal., 1994). The lack of consistency 
of QTL detection across small populations (112 -144 progeny per population) was 
reported for plant height (BEAVIS et ai, 1991) and yield (BEAVIS et al, 1994). In 
contrast, AJMONE-MARSAN et al. (1996) found 2 of the 3 QTLs with major effects 
for yield were identified in samples of 55 and 232 F3 progeny. BEAVIS et al. (1994) 
mentioned that some confounding factors may contribute to the QTL detection, 
including parental sources, progeny types, and genotype by environment 
interactions. 
Herein, the samples of the population had the same progeny type (F2;3 lines) 
and source of parents (single-cross of inbred lines Mo17 and H99). Compared with 
BEAVIS et al. (1994), confounding factors due to the type of parental sources and 
types of progeny did not have any influence on this study. However, a confounding 
effect due to environmental conditions was not completely ignored because the 
samples were grown in different environments. SP1 was grown at AAERC and 
AERC, near Ames, in 1991, while SP2 was grown at AAERC in 1989 and 1990. 
The use of mean environment for QTL detection should increase the power of QTL 
detection, due to reducing the standard error of line values for each trait (AUSTIN 
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and LEE, 1998a; VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996b). However, the environments may 
still contribute to the variation, as reflected by the different levels of significance of 
a^ge and trait values for almost all traits in the SP1 and SP2 (Table 1). The 
inconsistency across samples of the population could be confounded by a random 
variation within each environment or genotype-by-environment interaction. Perhaps, 
QTLs with smaller effects could be detected in experiment with larger sample sizes 
or might be unique for specific environmental conditions. 
Conclusions 
We identified 93 QTLs with significant effects on plant stature and flowering 
across two samples of 150 F2;3 lines of the MolT x H99 population. Up to 39 % 
QTLs (for ASI) were detected in SP1 and SP2. There was enough evidence of a 
weak consistency for QTL detection across samples from the same population. It 
must be stressed, however, that the use of different loci to create genetic linkage 
maps in SP1 and SP2 may contribute to the presence of unique QTLs (detected 
only in one sample) for the traits. However, based upon the map position (Fig. 1), 
this only influenced 4 QTLs on chromosomes 2, 4, 5, and 7. For most traits, QTLs 
with the largest LCD peak and variance explained were not necessarily identified 
across samples of the progeny. QTLs found in common for both samples had the 
same parental contributions but not always similar additive effects. The 
inconsistency of QTL detection across samples from the same populations is similar 
to that found by BEiAVlS (1994). 
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The results of this study have important implications to those concerned with 
MAS by using a QTL map constructed from a small sample of progeny. Despite the 
fact that abundant QTLs were detected in a small sample of the population, less 
than 50 % of QTLs were informative for selection due to inconsistencies across 
samples of the progeny. In a previous study with SP1, only 26 % of plant stature 
and flowering QTLs (22 of 86) were detected in the Fj and F2;3 generations 
(ASMONO, 1998). AUSTIN and LEE (1998a), reporting QTL detection on F2;3 and 
Fs-j lines of SP2 across environments, concluded that only 50 % of QTLs identified 
in the Fj s were detected in the Fs;? generation. If all previous infomnation with the 
results of this study are considered, the number of plant stature and flowering QTLs 
detected across samples, environments, and generations could be fairly low. One 
challenge to plant breeders is to select the QTLs that have consistent locations and 
effects over these conditions. 
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Table 1. Means, variance components, and heritability estimates of morphological traits of two samples 
of 150 F2;3 lines from the Mo17 x H99 population. 
Trait Spl,® Mean Range Variance components^ Heritability^ 
Mo17 H99 Lines ^ C.I. (90%) 
PHT(cm) SP1 192 112 170 128-206 
SP2 167 105 207 175 - 247 
99.2 ±8.6 47.6 ±2.7 146.1 ± 19.8** 0.86 0.82,0.89 
57.9 ± 5.0 33.6 ±7.7" 189.9 ±25.7*' 0.86 0.81,0.89 
EHT (cm) SP1 68 36 57 
SP2 75 34 70 
41 -75 22.4 ±2.0 14.1 ±0.8* 45.1 ±6.1** 
46- 107 34.4 ±3.0 16.8 ±4.2 114.9±15.3*' 
0.86 0.82,0.90 
0.87 0.83, 0.90 
POL(GDU) SP1 855 830 814 767 -901 239 ± 21 
SP2 898 847 842 786-920 121 ± 10 
150 ±9 
119 ±22** 
356 ± 50** 





SILK(GDU) SP1 945 856 865 783-964 813 ±71 
SP2 940 860 867 806-973 218 ±19 
469 ± 27 
143 ±31** 
966 ± 141** 















438 ± 38 
166 ± 15 
222 ± 13 
57 ± 18** 
497 ±71** 





®Sample; SP1 and SP2 are sample 1 and sample 2, respectively. 
"Asterisks *(**) indicated significance at P <0.05(0.01). 
and C.I. (90 %) are heritability and exact confidence intervals based on the progeny mean basis. 
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Table 2. Pearson phenotypic correlation of plant stature and flowering traits 
of sample 1 (above diagonal) and sample 2 (below diagonal) 
of Mo17 X H99 F2 2 lines. 
PHT EHT POL SILK ASI 
PHT 0.72** 0.27** 0.35** 0.27** 
EHT 0.82** 0.53** 0.44** 0.18** 
POL 0.17* 0.38** 0.71** 0.16 
SILK 0.11 0.16 0.83** 0.81** 
ASI -0.05 -0.23** 0.15 0.67** 
*(**) significantly different at P < 0.05 (0.01). 
Table 3. Comparison of QTL locations, LOD scores, and phenotypic variance explained by the QTLs across 
samples of Mo17 x H99 F23 lines derived from the same F2 population. 
Trait Chr. Interval® Nearest locus LOD score Phenotypic variance^ 
a - b - c - d  S P 1  S P 2  S P 1  S P 2  S P 1  S P 2  
1 67-91 - P1 - 3.6 - 10.8 
1 106-110 NPI429 - 6.6 - 18.4 -
1 153-157 - UMC37 - 16.1 - 39,6 
1 160-180 ISU075 - 4.5 - 12.8 -
1 187-240 ISU19A ISU006 2,2 5.2 6.4 15,0 
2 46-70 ISU007 UMC34 4.4 3.3 12.5 9,7 
2 80-110 ISU117 ISU117 5.1 2,7 14.4 8,1 
4 2 - 3 2  ISU059 - 2.9 - 8.4 -
4 53-82 - BNL15.45 - 3,6 - 10,6 
5 62-79 - ISU045 - 2,5 - 7,5 
5 122-142 - ISU010 - 2,5 - 7,4 
6 2 - 3 6  NPI235 NPI235 2.5 2,0 7.5 6,2 
6 82-95 - ISU093 - 4,0 - 11.7 
6 102-130 - NPI280 - 4.7 - 13,8 
7 23-44 - BNL15.40 - 2.5 - 7,4 
8 31-62 - ISU100 - 2.7 - 8 
10 0 - 6  UMC64 - 4.9 - 14,1 -
Total 73.5 75.3 
Genotypic variance 85.4 87.5 
®Support interval of the QTL relative to the first locus in a given chromosome. 
*The percentage of variance explained by the QTL v^as estimated by the square on the partial correlation coefficient 




















Interval® Nearest locus LOP score Phenotypic variance^ 
a - b - c - d  SP1 SP2 SP1 SP2 SP1 SP2 
50-67 - NPI234 - 6.6 - 18,7 
106-110 NPI429 - 6.1 - 17.1 -
153-174 ISU104 UMC37 7.3 4.2 20.1 12,4 
182 - 200 ISU018 ISU006 4.6 6.8 13.3 19.3 
0 - 1 2  ISU053 - 2.3 - 6,9 -
44-70 UMC34 - 3.8 - 10.9 -
0 - 4  - BNL8.15 - 6.0 - 17.8 
86-132 BNL3.1d NPI212 2.3 3.0 6.8 9.0 
22-42 UMC72 - 3.5 - 10,2 -
123-142 - ISU132B - 5.3 - 15.2 
0 - 3 2  NPI235 NPI235 3.7 4.1 10,9 12.2 
118-135 - NPI280 - 10.5 - 28.1 
5 - 3 6  ISU150 ISU145A 3.4 3.0 9.8 13.5 
74-87 BNL8.37 BNL8.39 7.7 3.8 21,0 11.2 
100-136 UMC35 - 2.1 - 6,3 -
14-30 UMC103 - 3.5 - 10,2 -
36-61 - ISU100 - 2.6 - 7.9 
40-51 BNL3.06 UMC153 9.9 4.0 26,1 11.7 
0- 4 UMC64 - 7.3 - 20,3 -
6 - 8  NPI287 - 2.9 - 8,5 -
Total 79,7 92.7 

















Interval® Nearest locus LOP score Phenotypic variance^ 
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Total 60,2 72,5 
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Total 58,0 72,5 




















Interval® Nearest locus LOP score Phenotypic variance^ 
a - b - c - d  SP1 SP2 SP1 SP2 SP1 SP2 
126-158 BNL7.08 UMC37 2.7 2.6 7.9 7.7 
8 - 3 0  UMC53 UMC53 3.1 2,7 9,1 8.7 
65-78 UMC131 ISU138 8.2 5,4 22,3 15.7 
99-138 - UMC4 - 2,3 - 6.8 
124-144 Sli2 ISU001 3.2 2,4 9,5 7.3 
0 - 1 2  - UMC123 - 2,8 - 8.5 
38-99 BNL15.45 Bt2 2.3 2,1 6.9 6.4 
128-156 PI 010.25 - 4.3 - 12.3 -
0 - 8  UMC86B - 2,2 - 6.7 -
34-71 ISU141 BNL5.02 2.9 2.2 8,7 6.7 
128-142 ISU132B - 3.8 - 11.1 -
10-22 ISU079 - 7.0 - 19.3 -
95-114 - BNL5.47 - 3,8 - 11.2 
24-40 BNL9.08 - 4.0 - 11.6 -
74-92 UMC165B UMC165B 5,9 2,8 16.5 8.5 
0 - 3 2  ISU136A ISU136A 5,9 3,4 16.6 12.4 
61 -78 - UMC29B - 2,9 - 8.7 
88-92 ISU049 - 4.5 - 13.0 -
Total 70.2 85.6 
Genotypic variance 50.6 68.4 
Table 4. Comparison of QTL effects, parental contributions, and gene actions across samples of Mo17 x H99 F2:3 lines 
derived from the same F2 population. 
Trait Chr. Interval Additive effect** Dominance effect^ Gene action^ 
a - b - c - d SP1 SP2 SP1 SP2 SP1 SP2 
1 67-91 - -4.6 M - 8.1 0 
1 106-110 -4.8 M - 0,4 - A 
1 153-157 - -11.3 M - -2.0 A 
1 160-180 -5.5 M - 1,6 - P 
1 187-240 -1.4 M -5.0 M 1.0 5.1 P D 
2 46-70 -5.4 M -5.2 M 0.2 5.2 A D 
2 80-110 -5.8 M -4.1 M -1.5 3.6 P D 
4 2 - 3 2  3.3 H - -2.0 - P 
4 53-82 - 4.6 H - 2,7 P 
5 62-79 - -2.7 M - 12.5 0 
5 122-142 - -2.9 M - 6.1 0 
6 2 - 3 6  3.1 H 2.9 H -2.1 5.4 P 0 
6 8 2 - 9 5  - -5,9 M - 1.4 P 
6 102-130 - -6.7 M - 6.5 D 
7 23-44 - 3.7 H - 3.8 D 
8 31 -62 - -4.2 M - -0.9 A 
10 0 - 6  -3.9 M - -0.6 - A 
#The estimated additive component of the QTL due to the H99 allele. A negative value indicates the H99 decreased 
the trait value. M or H indicates the Mo17 or the H99 (parent that its additive effect increases the value of the trait). 
$The estimate of the dominant component of the QTL due to the H99 allele. A negative value indicates the H99 allele 
decreased the trait value. 
®Gene action is determined from the dominance/additive ratio. A, P, D, O indicate additive, partial dominance, 




















Interval Additive effect*' Dominance effect^ Gene action^ 
a - b - c - d  SP1 SP2 SP1 SP2 SP1 SP2 
50-67 - -3.9 M - 4.4 D 
106-110 -2.3 M - 1.6 - P 
153-174 -3.1 M -5.6 M 1.9 -2.7 P P 
182 -200 -2.8 M -4.8 M 1.6 4.1 P D 
0 - 1 2  -1.5 M - -0.2 - A 
44-70 -2.1 M - 0.9 - P 
0 - 4  - -4.6 M - 0.3 A 
86-132 2,0 H 2.9 H 1.7 3.1 D D 
22-42 -1.0 M - -3.7 - 0 
123-142 - -4.6 M - 0.1 A 
0 - 3 2  2.0 H 3.3 H -1.0 5.5 P 0 
118-135 - -6.9 M - 4.9 P 
5-36 2.5 H 4.8 H -0.3 1.4 A P 
74-87 3.7 H 3.6 H 0.2 0.1 A A 
100-136 0.6 H - 3.1 - 0 
14-30 -2.4 M - 0.4 - A 
36-61 - -3.0 M - -0.4 A 
40-51 -3.4 M -3.6 M 2.1 3.0 P D 
0- 4 -4.3 M - -1.4 - P 

















Interval Additive effect" Dominance effect^ Gene action^ 
a - b - c - d  S P 1  S P 2  S P 1  S P 2  S P 1  S P 2  
107-136 - -3.3 M - -20.3 0 
152-162 -10.3 M -12.9 M 1,5 -13 7 A D 
182-192 -6.8 M - -5,1 - P 
97 - 120 - 12.7 H - -3.7 P 
,12-36 -6.5 M - -9.0 - 0 
126-156 -8.8 M -7.2 M -10.3 2.7 D P 
59-76 - 1.4 H - -22.2 0 
89-119 - 1.0 H - -22.1 0 
138-142 -5,6 M - 10.0 - 0 
0 - 4 8  7.6 H 14.4 H -1.9 5.3 P P 
114-148 - 4.1 H - 11.6 0 
23-36 6.6 H 11.2 H 3.6 -12.8 P D 
2 - 3 0  5.8 H - 2.1 - P 
48-68 -5,6 M -8.1 M 7.9 10.9 0 O 
69-93 - -6,7 M - -6.1 D 
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Interval Additive effect" Dominance effect^ Gene action^ 
a - b - c - d  S P 1  S P 2  S P 1  S P 2  S P 1  S P 2  
126- 158 -6.9 M -5.1 M 4.2 -5.3 P D 
8 - 3 0  7.9 H 5.6 H -4.8 -2.4 P P 
65-78 -12.0 M -7.9 M 7.4 -4.6 P P 
99-138 - 5.7 H - -2.6 P 
124-144 -6.7 M -5.4 M -11.5 -0.1 0 A 
0 - 1 2  - 5.0 H - -5.3 D 
38-99 -5.4 M -6.0 M 18.2 2.4 0 P 
128-156 -8.4 M - -8.0 - D 
0 - 8  -5.6 M - -5.4 - D 
34-71 -1.8 M -3,6 M 23.6 -8.5 O O 
128-142 7.9 H - 0.1 - A 
10-22 -11.1 M - -17.1 - 0 
95-114 - 6.8 H - -17.6 0 
24-40 -9.0 M - 1.5 - A 
74-92 11.1 H 7.1 H 4.0 -6.6 P D 
0 - 3 2  -11.1 M -7.4 M 6.5 -4.5 P P 
61 -78 - 5.7 H - 4.9 D 
88-92 6.3 H - 16.9 - O 
Figure 1. QTL detection across sannples of the Mo17 x H99 Fj s population. Boxes represent 
support interval for the QTL with a LOD score greater than 2.0. Black (Mo17) and light (H99) boxes 
indicate the additive value of the parent increased the value of the trait. The diamond indicates the 
peak of the QTL. Marker with one asterisk (*) indicate unique markers assayed from sample 1. 
Markers with two asterisks (**) indicate unique markers assayed from sample 2. Markers without an 
asterisk indicate markers found in samples 1 and 2, The names and distances of some loci located 
in dense genetic regions which not closely associated with the peak of QTLs were omitted from the 
figure. 
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GENETIC ANALYSIS OF QUANTITATIVE TRAIT LOCI 
ACROSS SAMPLES OF A MAIZE SINGLE-CROSS POPULATION: 
II. GRAIN YIELD AND YIELD COMPONENTS 
A paper for submission to Maydica 
Dwi Asmono\ Peter J. Freymark\ Wendy L. Woodman\ Michael Lee^' 
Abstract 
The objectives of this study were to compare (i) QTL locations, (ii) QTL 
effects, and (iii) parental contributions associated with the QTLs detected in two 
samples (SP1 and SP2) of 150 F2:z derived from the same single-cross 
population, Mo17 x H99. The samples were evaluated in two different 
environments. One hundred twenty-four and 111 loci were mapped in SP1 and SP2, 
respectively. A consensus map involving 164 loci was created on the basis of 71 
loci common for both samples. Four traits were evaluated, grain yield, ear length, 
prolificacy, and kernel weight. QTLs affecting the traits were identified by composite 
interval mapping. Of the 71 QTLs for all traits, only thirteen were detected common 
(had overlapping support intervals) in both samples. Most of these QTLs (12 of 13) 
showed the same parental effects. The consistency of QTL detection across 
samples varied from 1 (of 12) for prolificacy to 6 (of 25) for kernel weight. 
Chromosome 6 was significantly associated with grain yield in both samples. 
^ Department of Agronomy, Iowa State University, Ames, lA 50011, USA. 
• Author for correspondence (fax + 1 515 294 3136). 
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Introduction 
Development of maize cultivars with superior grain yield has been a major 
interest to maize breeders. However, the improvement of grain yield in maize is 
difficult and expensive (HALLAUER, 1990) because of the polygenic nature of yield 
and yield-related traits and their interaction with the environment. The 
understanding of the genetic and biological basis of yield and yield-related traits 
may be enhanced by employing DNA markers for genetic studies. For instance, by 
using DNA markers for mapping QTLs, regions in the genome that have substantial 
contribution of the genetic variance of yield could be described. STUBER et al. 
(1987) found 25 QTLs associated with yield and yield components in two F2 
populations of maize. Subsequently, genetic studies for yield and yield components 
were conducted in different genetic backgrounds of maize (ABLER et al., 1991, 
ZEHR etal., 1992; VELDBOOM and LEE, 1994; AJMONE-MARSAN etai, 1995; 
RAGOT et al., 1995; AUSTIN and LEE, 1996; KOZUMPLIK et al., 1996; 
VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996; AUSTIN and LEE, 1998). The results of these studies 
could contain valuable information to those concerned with Marker-Assisted-
Selection (MAS) for improved maize yield. It is also important to be noted that most 
studies were focused on detecting QTLs for yield and yield components with limited 
sampling of environments, generations, or populations. 
Some of the initial applications of DNA markers for yield improvement have 
been reported (EDWARDS and JOHNSON, 1994; STUBER, 1994; STROMBERG et 
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ai, 1994). Comparing i\/IAS (3 and 4 cycles in two populations) and phenotypic 
recurrent selection (one cycle in one population) in maize, EDWARD and 
JOHNSON (1994) reported that MAS provided positive change of the traits, even 
though the response of selection was greater in phenotypic recurrent selection. 
STROMBERG et al. (1994) reported that MAS was effective for early generation 
selection. Empirical Investigations conducted by JOHNSON and MUMM (1996) 
reported the DNA markers were effective as a tool for (i) predicting advanced 
generation performance from early generation testcrosses, (ii) predicting yield of 
hybrids of F2-derived lines from unrelated reciprocal populations, and (iii) selecting 
for favorable alleles in recurrent selection for specific combining ability in maize. 
Computer simulations of MAS have also indicated DNA markers provide advantages 
at certain stages of selection (EDWARDS and PAGE, 1994; KNAPP, 1994; U\NDE 
and THOMPSON, 1990; OPENSHAW et al., 1994). If DNA markers are used to 
assist selection, many factors must be considered. These include the availability of 
a QTL map (KNAPP, 1994; OPENSHAW et al., 1994) and the conservation of 
QTLs affecting important traits across different genetic backgrounds. 
Due to resource limitations, maize QTL mapping studies have utilized sample 
sizes of 100 to 200 progeny per population. From simulation studies, BEAVIS 
(1994) concluded that if small numbers of progeny are used to detect QTLs, only a 
small fraction of QTL will be identified and the estimates of additive affects are likely 
to be overestimated. Sampling variation is likely to be accentuated for complex and 
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interactive traits like grain yield in nnaize. Theoretical studies suggest that to obtain 
consistent QTL detection, one needs sample sizes of 500 to a few thousand 
progeny, depending upon the method used to detect QTL and the background of 
the populations (SOLLER and BRODY, 1976; BECKMANN and SOLLER, 1988; 
BEAVIS, 1994; CARBONELL et al., 1993; VAN OOlJEN, 1992). This raised the 
question whether sample sizes 100 - 200 progeny are informative enough for 
detecting QTLs. 
Only a few investigations of QTL consistency across different samples of 
populations have been reported. BEAVIS et al. (1991) reported that QTLs affecting 
plant height, a trait genetically simpler than grain yield, showed inconsistencies 
when compared across small samples (N = 112 -144) taken from different 
populations. A comparison of QTL detection was also conducted for plant height 
with an independent sample of 400 F2 2 (complete set) and four sub-samples of 
100 F2 3 lines derived from B73 x Mo17 Fj (BEAVIS, 1994). As expected, the sub 
samples from the same population differed in the numbers of QTLs detected. For 
grain yield, the comparisons of QTL detection across small samples from the same 
population were first investigated by BEAVIS et al. (1994). Inconsistent QTL 
detection across samples were observed when small samples (N = 112) of 
topcrossed and F2;4 lines derived from a single-cross population B73 x Mo17 were 
compared. Five yield QTLs in the F24 did not have overlapping support intervals 
with 2 yield QTLs in topcross progeny. In the other case, BEAVIS (1994) showed 
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different QTL positions and effects for yield in two independent samples of F2 
derived lines (N = 100 and 112) from the B73 x Mo17 population. Ten yield QTLs 
were not in common for both samples. In contrast, AJMONE-MARSAN et al. (1996) 
identified consistencies of QTL detection from samples of 55 F3 progeny 
(topcrossed to inbred lines Mo17 and Al) and 232 F3 progeny derived from the B73 
X A7 cross. Of the three yield QTLs, two were detected in both samples. 
Herein, we compare QTL detection in two independent samples of 150 F2 3 
lines derived from a maize single-cross population, Mo17 x H99. In all previous 
investigations, simple interval mapping was used to assess QTLs (BEAVIS etal., 
1991: BEAVIS et al., 1994; AJMONE-MARSAN etal., 1996). The use of composite 
interval mapping, a combination of simple interval mapping and multiple regression, 
should be able to detect QTLs with greater precision (ZENG, 1994). The objectives 
of this study were to compare QTL locations, effects, and parental contributions of 
two samples of 150 F2:3 lines derived from the Mo17 x H99 population. 
Materials and Methods 
Plant material and phenotyping 
Two samples of Mo17 x H99 F2;3 lines, designated as SRI and SP2, were 
independently drawn from the same F2 population by self-pollinating unselected F2 
plants. For SP1, 150 F2 plants were self-pollinated at the Agronomy and Agricultural 
Engineering Research Center (AAERC), near Ames, Iowa, in the summer of 1990. 
The SRI F2;3 lines were planted in two environments, the AAERC on 14 May 1991 
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and the Atomic Energy Research Center (AERC) on 9 May 1991. Fj plants for SP2 
were selfed-pollinated in the 1988 -1989 Hawaii winter nursery to obtain 150 F2;3 
lines. The lines were planted at the AAERC on 20 April 1989 and 25 April 1990 
(VELDBOOM and LEE. 1996). 
A (12 X 13) Rectangular Lattice Design with two replications was used to 
evaluate SP1 at the AAERC and AERC in 1991. Each experiment consisted of 150 
F2 2 lines and six entries of controls. The controls consisted of two repeatable 
entries of Mo17, H99, and Fi hybrids. The same experimental design was used for 
SP2 field evaluations at the AAERC in the 1989 and 1990 environments. The 
controls for SP2 experiments were the bulk of the lines. For this reason, the Mo17 
and H99 parental data for the SP2 were obtained from the Iowa Experimental Corn 
Trial inbred test planted near the experiments in the same years (RUSSELL et ai, 
1989; HALLAUER etal., 1990). In all experiments, the single-row plot size was 5.5 
m long with a distance of 0.76 m between rows. Experimental plots were machine-
planted with a density of 76,500 kernel ha"^ and were thinned to a density of 54,400 
plants ha"\ 
Four grain yield traits were evaluated, grain yield (GY), ear length (EL), ear 
number per plant (ENP), and kernel weight (KWT). Trait measurements were in 
accordance with VELDBOOM and LEE (1994). GY (in Mg ha'^) is the weight of 
dried grain converted from the overall shelled grain dried for 7 days at 60°C. EL (in 
mm) is the mean length of 10 primary ears. ENP is the total number of grain 
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bearing ears in a plot divided by the number of plants in a plot. KWT (in g) is the 
weight of 300 kernels sampled from the total shelled, dried grain. 
Map construction 
The RFLP assay has been described in detail (ASMONO, 1998; VELDBOOM 
et ai, 1994). One hundred twenty-four loci, consisting of 123 RFLP loci assayed 
from the 150 Fj plants of SP1 and 1 color marker (P1 locus), were used to construct 
the SP1 genetic linkage map. For SP2, a genetic linkage map was constructed by 
using the PI locus and 110 RFLP loci assayed from the 150 F2;3 lines. 
MAPMAKER/EXP3.0b was used to facilitate map construction for both samples 
(LANDER etai, 1987). The map distance was in centimorgan (cM), calculated by 
the Haldane mapping function (HALDANE, 1919). Linkage between loci was 
declared if a LOD score of 3.0 or more was achieved. 
Both SP1 (ASMONO, 1998) and SP2 (VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996) genetic 
linkage maps had the same order of loci with one exception. The only inverted 
order involved loci ISU12 and NPI287 on chromosome 10. Such a difference is 
unlikely to influence QTL detection. Only one KWT QTL for SP1 and one ENP QTL 
for SP2 were detected on chromosome 10. Moreover, the ENP QTL on 
chromosome 10 was located beyond the inverted region (Fig. 1). Because of the 
high consistency of loci order,.a consensus map on the basis of 71 common loci can 
be determined. This was necessary for comparing QTL identification, since QTLs 
were previously detected independently in both samples. 
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The consensus map of Mo17 x H99 F2 2 lines across samples is presented in 
Fig. 1. Seventy-one common loci were mapped on SP1 and SP2. The other loci 
were mapped in either SP1 (53 loci) or SP2 (40 loci). Because more loci were used 
to map SP1, the SP1 map had a more complete coverage than the SP2 map 
(ASMONO, 1998). 
Trait data analyses 
The trait data were analyzed for each field experiment. The analysis of 
variance for the Rectangular Lattice Design for each trait in each experiment was 
conducted by using PLABSTAT software (UTZ, 1987). In each experiment, entry 
means for each trait were adjusted for block effects in accordance with COCHRAN 
and COX (1957). The adjusted entry means from both experiments of each sample 
were averaged and designated the SP1 and SP2 F2;3 mean environments {F2 2 
mean). The analysis of variance for each trait in the combined environments was 
conducted by SAS Proc GLM (SAS INSTITUTE, 1991) to obtain the sums of 
squares of the F2:3 lines, F2:3 lines versus control, and error. Genetic components of 
variance of F2;3 lines (a^g), genotype-by-environment interaction (cj^ge), and their 
standard errors were calculated following SEARLE (1971). The estimation of 
broad-sense heritability (h^) for each trait was calculated on a F2;3 progeny mean 
basis (HALLAUER and MIRANDA, 1988). The estimates for the exact confidence 
intervals (90 %) of the heritabilities were calculated (KNAPP etal., 1985). Because 
the phenotypic correlations for the traits in each experiment in both samples were 
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similar, the phenotypic correlations were calculated for SP1 and SP2 on the basis 
of the F2;3 mean for each sample (that is, the average of F2:3.aaerc ^nd F2;3.aerc for 
SP1 and F2:3.1989 F2 3.1990 for SP2). 
QTL analysis 
Analyses of QTL for each trait were performed in the SP1 and SP2 on the 
basis of the F2:3 mean (KNAPP and BRIDGES, 1990; VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996), 
by using composite interval mapping (JANSEN and STAM, 1994; ZENG, 1994). 
The analyses were facilitated by PLABQTL software version 1.0 (UTZ and 
MELCHINGER, 1996). The model for detecting QTL involved additive and 
dominance effects (BOHN efa/., 1996; ZENG. 1994; UTZ and MELCHINGER, 
1994): 
yj = m + b*iX%j, + b*2X*^j, + r + sj , 
where yj is the trait value of the yth F2:3 line; m is the average of the F2;3 lines; b'i 
and b*2 are additive and dominant effects of the putative QTL in marker interval (/, I 
+1), respectively; and X*cy, are conditional expectations of the random variables 
A and D given the observed genotype at the flanking markers. A will be 0, 1, or 2, 
and D will be 0, 0.5, or 0 if the putative QTL genotype is QQ, Qq, or qq; is a 
partial regression coefficient of the trait value of the yth F2;3 lines (yy) related to the 
kth cofactor; is a dummy variable (cofactor), assuming the value either 1, 0, or -1 
when the genotype of individual j at marker locus k is M,/n^, or m^m^, 
respectively; and sj is a random variable. Stepwise regression with an F-value of 
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3.5 and Akaike's criterion were used to select markers associated with important 
QTLs as cofactors. Three factors were taken into account for the selection of 
markers as cofactors; (i) adjacent and tightly linked markers were excluded, (ii) all 
important markers were included, and (iii) at least one marker was used as a 
cofactor for important chromosomes (UTZ and MELCHINGER, 1996). The 
significance of a QTL was declared when a LOD score of 2.0 or larger was met. 
The LOD score was determined by the formula LOD = p*F*0.4343/2, where p is the 
number of parameters fitted (HALEY and KNOTT, 1992) and F is the F-value of the 
multiple regression. Estimates of the percentage of the phenotypic variance 
explained by a QTL were calculated by the square of the partial correlation 
coefficient between the QTL and the phenotypic observation, assuming all other 
QTL effects fixed. Estimates of the single QTL effects, total LOD score, and 
phenotypic variation explained by all QTLs were obtained by simultaneously fitting a 
model including all QTLs detected for the trait (UTZ and MELCHINGER, 1996). The 
ratio between and the heritability estimate represented the genotypic variance 
explained by the QTL (SCHON etai, 1994; VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996). In the 
estimation of additive and dominance effects, the male parent (H99) was assumed 
to carry the favorable allele. Consequently, a positive value of the additive effect 
indicated the H99 allele increased the trait value, while a negative value of the 
additive effect indicated Mo17 allele increased the trait value. The dominance 
deviations in the F2:3 lines decrease by half from the heterozygous F2 plants so that 
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the estimates of dominance effect in the F2;3 lines were doubled (iVIATHER and 
JINKS, 1971; SCHON etal., 1993; VELDBOOM etal., 1994). The ratio between the 
dominance effect and the additive effects at a QTL reflected the average level of 
dominance (|d/a|) of the QTL. The |d/a( value was used to determine the gene 
action (STUBER et a/., 1987); additive for 0 < |d/a| < 0.20, partial dominance for 
0.21 < |d/a| £ 0.80, dominance for 0.81 < |d/a| £1.20, and overdominance for |d/a| > 
1.20. To compare locations of QTLs in the SP1 and SP2, the QTLs (including 
support interval) in the SP2 were remapped on the consensus map on the basis of 
common loci. QTLs were considered to be 'common' (detected in both samples) 
when the support intervals (Sis) of these QTLs were overlapping. 
Results and Discussion 
Morphoiogical traits 
Phenotypic assessments of grain yield and yield components are presented 
In Table 1. Transgressive segregation was observed for all traits as indicated by the 
ranges of the F2;3 lines exceeding the parental means. Except for KWT, the means 
of the F2;3 lines and parents in SP2 were larger than those in SP1. In all traits, the 
F2;3 means were closer to the value of the Mo17 parent. Genotype by environment 
interactions were not observed for ENP and GY in SP1, suggesting environment 
had a more important role in SP2 than SP1. The cj^g was highly significant for all. In 
all cases, the heritability estimates of SP1 were smaller than those for SP2. With 
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the exception of the GY and KWT correlation, the phenotypic correlations of the 
traits in SP1 were similar to those of SP2 (Table 2). 
QTLs for grain yield 
Thirteen QTLs for GY were detected across samples (Table 3, Fig. 1). 
Analysis of SP1 revealed 5 QTLs; two of which were detected in SP2. Additional 8 
GY QTLs were detected in SP2. Two GY QTLs common to both samples were 
located on chromosomes 1 and 6. The QTL for SP1 on chromosome 1 associated 
with 9.4 % of the phenotypic variation was detected in SP2. In that sample, the QTL 
explained 4.3 % of the variation. Corresponding LCD scores for these QTLs were 
3.2 and 4.3, respectively. The other common QTL, on chromosome 6, explained 
6.5 % (LCD = 2.2) and 38.2 % (LOD = 15.4) of the phenotypic variations in SP1 and 
SP2. A possible association between the number of QTLs identified and the 
heritability estimates for yield in both samples may be evident. That is, the estimate 
of heritability and the number of QTL identified for SP1 was smaller than SP2 (Table 
1). The estimates of the total phenotypic and genotypic variation associated all GY 
QTLs in SP1 were 42 and 69 %. In SP2, the QTLs explained 62 and 74 % of the 
phenotypic and genotypic variation. 
The QTL in common for both samples located within ISU093 - UMC62 of 
chromosome 6 seems to have a strong role for controlling GY in this population. In 
previous investigations, the QTL within the region ISU093 - UMC62 of chromosome 
6 was conserved across generations (AUSTIN and LEE, 1998) and environments 
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(VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996). However, the role of chromosome 6 for controlling 
GY was likely specific to a genetic background. For example, BEAVIS et ai (1994) 
did not detect any GY QTL on chromosome 6. AJMONE-MARSAN et al. (1995) 
reported that the only QTL found in common across testers and contributed 25 % of 
the phenotypic variation was located in chromosome 6. However, this QTL did not 
appear within the ISU093 - UMC62 region. Similarly, the GY QTL on chromosome 6 
detected by other investigators (KOZUMPLIK etal., 1996; RAGOT etal., 1995; 
STUBER et al., 1992) was not likely located in the same arm {ISU093 - UMC62 
region). 
There is an indication that 85 % (11 of 13) of the GY QTLs were not detected 
in both samples. This included QTLs with large LCD scores and strong associations 
with variation for GY. The GY QTL of SP2 near locus ISU100 on chromosome 8 
(15.8 % of variation with LCD 5.5) was not detected in SP1. The SI of this QTL 
closed with the SI of a QTL in SP1 (7-10 cM). All QTLs with LOD scores less than 
3.0 were not detected in both samples. Inconsistent detection of GY QTLs was in 
accordance with other studies (AUSTIN and LEE, 1998; BEAVIS, 1994; BEAVIS et 
al., 1994). Of the 6 GY QTLs, only 2 were consistent across samples of 
environments (AUSTIN and LEE, 1998). In a comparative study of QTL detection 
with small samples (N = 112) of topcrossed and F2;4 lines derived from a single-
cross population B73 x Mo17, BEAVIS etal. (1994) reported that seven yield QTLs 
did not have overlapping Sis. Similarly, all (10) yield QTLs did not have overlapping 
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Sis when two independent samples of Fj derived lines (N = 100 and 112) from the 
B73 X Mo17 population were compared (BEAVIS, 1994). The lack of QTLs found in 
common for both samples indicated that sampling variation likely influenced to the 
GY QTL detection across samples. 
The GY QTLs in both samples had consistent parental effects. The common 
QTLs had Mo 17 contributing to increased GY. The role of the Mo 17 allele for 
increased GY was reported in previous investigations (VELDBOOM and LEE, 1994; 
VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996; AUSTIN and LEE, 1998). Yet, the size of the effects 
for QTLs in common for SP1 and SP2 were not always unifonn. For instance, in 
SP2 the QTL on chromosome 6 had an additive effect of 1.03 Mg ha'\ whereas in 
SP1 the effect was 0.28 Mg ha'\ Partial dominant and overdominant gene action 
were observed for GY QTLs. Gene action of all common QTLs was overdominance. 
QTLs for yield components 
A significant association with EL was detected for 21 regions across samples. 
Of the 21 QTLs, 4 shared Sis between SP1 and SP2 (Table 3, Fig. 1). These QTLs 
were located on chromosomes 1, 5, 7, and 8. Two of the common QTLs (on 
chromosomes 1 and 8) had a large significant association with EL. The QTL on 
chromosome 7 explained 6.4 and 6.1 % of the phenotypic variation in SP1 and SP2, 
respectively. Corresponding LOD scores for this QTL were 2.2 and 2.0, indicating 
that QTLs with minor effects could be consistent in both samples. The QTLs on 
chromosomes 1, 5, and 7 were detected in a previous investigation (VELDBOOM 
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and LEE, 1996). One of these QTLs (on chromosome 1) was detected in a later 
generation of this population (AUSTIN and LEE, 1998), suggesting that the QTLs 
were consistent across samples, generations, and environments. Overall, the EL 
QTLs contributed 67 and 69 % of the SP1 and SP2 phenotypic variation, 
respectively. 
Some QTLs with the largest association with EL were not common for both 
samples. For example, the QTL near locus ISU075 on chromosome 1 having the 
strongest association with EL (LCD 8.4, = 22.7 %) in SP1 was not detected in 
SP2. The EL QTL near locus NPI280 on chromosome 6 (LOD 8.8, = 24 %) was 
only detected in SP2. 
The parental contributions and size of additive effects for EL detected in both 
samples were similar (Table 4). The size of parental effects of QTLs on 
chromosomes 5, 7, and 8 in SP1 and SP2 differed by less than 1.5 mm. Only the 
QTL on chromosome 1 had a larger effect for SP 2. Mo17 allele contributed to an 
increased EL at most QTLs detected in SP1 and SP2. Different parental effects 
was observed at a QTL with a small effect within interval BNL8.37 - UMC35 on 
chromosome 7. The different parental effects could be due to (1) the lack of 
markers within this region, (2) genotype by environment interactions, or (3) sampling 
variation. The sampling variation may contribute to the different parental effect if by 
chance the distribution of EL trait was preferentially associated with the H99 allele in 
SP1 and Mo17 in SP2. However, previous empirical investigations showed no 
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evidence of this event for QTLs detected by using smaller samples (BEAVIS et aL, 
1994; AJMONE-MARSAN eta!., 1996). The different parental effect could also be 
caused by G x E, especially when the samples were evaluated in different 
environments. This argument was supported by the phenotypic data, indicating 
significant genotype by environment interactions for EL (Table 1). Furthermore, the 
SP1 QTL was not detected if the QTL was assessed only with either the AAERC or 
the AERC environment (data not shown). However, empirical evidence of the 
different parental effects at a locus was rarely reported in experiments designed to 
investigate QTLs across environments (AUSTIN and LEE, 1998; BEAVIS and KEIM, 
1996; PATERSON efa/., 1991; SCHON ef a/., 1994; STUBER ef a/., 1992; 
VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996) even though the phenotypic data showed significant 
genotype-by-environment interactions. The lack of markers in the region may also 
explain the different parental effects at a locus. The distance between two loci, in 
which the QTLs with different parental effects were detected, was 49 cM (almost 
unlinked). Corresponding LOD peaks of these QTLs differed by 31 cM. The lack of 
markers within this region probably reduced the ability to locate the correct position 
of the QTLs so that two or more independent QTLs with opposite effects were 
detected as a QTL with a large Sis (Fig. 1). This argument is also supported by the 
low LOD scores (2.0 - 2.2) and R^ (6.1 - 6.4 %) of the EL QTLs. 
Analysis of QTL affecting prolificacy (ENP) revealed 12 QTLs across samples 
(Table 3, Fig. 1). Only 1 of the 12 QTLs for ENP was detected in SP1 and SP2, 
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located within the region UMC164 - UMC13 of chromosome 1. Similar with the 
observation for GY, there was a strong association between the number of QTL 
detected with the estimate of heritability for ENP. SP2 (h^ = 0.71) detected more 
QTLs than SP1 (h^ = 0.46). Overall, these QTLs explained 40 % of the SP1 
variation and 55 % of the SP2 variation. 
Most ENP QTLs were only identified in either SP1 or SP1. A QTL detected 
on chromosome 6 (LOD 12.4, = 31.9 %) was only detected in SP1, whereas a 
QTL on chromosome 3 (LOD 10.2, = 27.2 %) was only detected in SP2. It was 
also interesting to note that the QTL that was in common for both samples 
accounted for the smallest amount of ENP variation, 9.7 % in SP1 and 6.4 % in 
SP2. This QTL was not consistent across stress and nonstress environments 
(VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996) and generations of the Mo17 x H99 (AUSTIN and 
LEE, 1998). STUBER et al (1987) and RAGOT et al. (1995) detected ENP QTL on 
chromosome 1L, but it seems the QTL was located beyond the region of the 
common QTL. 
The parental direction and the size of additive effects of common QTLs were 
similar. Mo17 allele had positive effect at these QTLs. However, for overall ENP 
QTLs. different parental contributions were observed in SP1 and SP2 (Table 4). 
Positive effect at 75 % (3 of 4) QTLs in SP1 were from H99 allele, whereas positive 
effect at 67 % (6 of 9) QTLs in SP2 were from Mo17 allele. 
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Gene action of most ENP QTLs was partial dominance. This action was in 
agreement with previous reports (STUBER etal., 1987; VELDBOOM and LEE, 
1996). All ENP QTLs in SP1 exhibited partial dominance. In SP2. 5 of the 9 QTLs 
exhibited partial dominance, and the reminders showed additive, dominance, and 
overdominance. The common QTL exhibited partial dominance. 
Twenty-five QTLs were detected for KWT: 13 only in SP1, 6 only in SP2, and 
6 in both samples. The common QTLs were located on chromosomes 3, 4, 5, 6 (2 
QTLs), and 8. These QTLs usually had a large LOD score and relatively strong 
association with variation in at least one sample. For example, the QTL on 
chromosome 5 (R^ = 22.7 %) in SP2 were detected in SP1 with R^ = 10 %. 
Compared with the assessment of the QTL in the Fe y generation (AUSTIN and LEE, 
1998), only two QTLs (on chromosomes 3 and 5) were common across generations, 
samples, and environments. While the heritability estimates of KWT in SP1 and 
SP2 were similar (Table 1), the number of QTLs detected in SP1 were larger than in 
SP2. Simultaneous fit of the KWT QTLs in SP1 and SP2 explained for 76.1 and 
73.9 % of the phenotypic variation, respectively. These estimates corresponded 
with 95.1 and 89.1 % of the genotypic variation. 
The results indicated that ail common KWT QTLs had uniform parental 
effects (Table 4). With the exception of the QTL on chromosome 5, the Mo17 allele 
usually increased KWT. The estimates of the additive effects for the common KWT 
QTLs were not always similar. For example, the QTLs near UMC175 on 
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chromosome 3 and near UMC65 on chromosome 6 had identical effects for both 
samples, 3.11 g. On the other hand, the QTL near NPI280 on chromosome 6 
different effects, 1.39 g in SP1 and 3.31 in SP2. 
Confounding factors 
In addition to sampling variation, some confounding factors may affect QTL 
detection in this study. The confounding effects could be due to the use of unique 
markers and the effect of environments. The use of some unique markers for SP1 
and SP2 genotyping may contribute to some differences in QTL detection. 
However, this should only influence about 10 % (7 of 71) of the total QTLs detected 
for all traits: one EL QTL between UMC111 - ISU047 on chromosome 4, 1 KWT 
QTL between UMB86B - BNL6.25 on chromosome 5, maybe one each EL, ENP, 
and GY QTL between ISU139 - NPI235 on chromosome 6, and EL and GY QTLs 
between ISU86 - BNL15.40 on chromosome 7. 
BEAVIS et al. (1994) mentioned that the inconsistency of QTL detection 
maybe due to the sampling variation, the genetic background, the types of progeny, 
and the environmental effect. Herein, the possible cause of inconsistency due to the 
genetic backgrounds and progeny types was excluded. The samples compared for 
this experiment were both F2;3 lines derived from one genetic background, a single-
cross of Mo17 and H99 lines. Confounding effect due to the genotype x environment 
interactions was not completely excluded because the experiment was conducted at 
different environments. However, the use of mean environments for QTL detection 
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should increase the power of QTL detection (AUSTIN and LEE, 1998; VELDBOOM 
and LEE, 1996b). Therefore, we strongly believe that most QTL inconsistencies 
were due to the sampling variation. 
Conclusions 
Herein, 71 QTLs were detected for grain yield and yield components across 
samples. Only 18 % (13 of 71) of grain yield and yield component QTLs were found 
in common for both samples. Parental effects were conserved at most of the 
common QTLs. Eleven of the 13 common QTLs had the Mo17 allele associated 
with an increased grain yield and yield components. Many QTLs with a large effect 
were not detected in both samples, while some QTLs with a small effect were 
consistent across samples. For example, 11 of the 13 GY QTLs were not detected 
In both samples. This included QTLs with large LCD scores and strong associations 
with variation for GY. For EL, 4 of the 21 QTLs shared Sis between SP1 and SP2. 
One common QTL on chromosome 7 with minor effects (LOD 2.2 and 2.0) was 
consistent in both samples. Some QTLs with the largest association with EL were 
not common for both samples, including one on chromosome 1 of SP1 (R^ = 22.7 
%) and the other on chromosome 6 of SP2 (R^ = 24 %). For ENP, only 1 of the 12 
QTLs was detected in SP1 and SP2. This QTL accounted for the smallest amount of 
ENP variation, 9.7 % in SP1 and 6.4 % in SP2. KWT had the most common QTLs 
(6 of the 25). Based on these observations, the association between sampling 
variation and the inconsistency of QTL detection across samples may be evident. 
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The lack of QTL consistency across small samples of the population verified 
the results of theoretical studies (SOLLER and BRODY, 1976; BECKMANN and 
SOLLER, 1988; BEAVIS, 1994; CARBONELL etal., 1993; VAN OOlJEN, 1992). 
This results should be taken into consideration if the QTL map is used as a source 
of information for marker-assisted selection. The good news is that some QTLs with 
a large effect and in common across generations (AUSTIN and LEE, 1998) and 
environments (VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996) were also detected in both samples. 
These included QTLs located within ISU093 - UMC62 on chromosome 6 that 
contributed up to 38 % of grain yield variation. The QTLs with consistent effects and 
detected across samples of progeny, environments, and generations should be 
important for the initiation of MAS. 
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Table 1. Means, variance components, and heritability estimates of grain yield and yield components 
of two samples of 150 F2:3 lines from Mo17 x H99 population. 
Trait Spl.® Mean Range Variance components" Heritability^ 
Mo17 H99 Lines ^ C.I. (90%) 
GY(MgHa ') SP1 2.16 1.12 2.97 1.15-4.46 0.66 ± 0.06 0.39 ± 0.02 0.30 ± 0.06'* 0.61 




























189 ± 16 
68  ±6  
123 ±7* 
31 ± 8** 
107 ±21** 
193 ±26** 
0.6-1.1 0.016 ±0.001 0.010 ±0.001 0.004 ± 0.001** 




18.8 ± 1.6 










®Sample; SP1 and SP2 are sample 1 and sample 2, respectively. 
^Asterisks *(**) indicated significance at P < 0.05(0.01). 










Table 2. Pearson phenotypic con-elatlon of grain yield traits 
of sample 1 (above diagonal) and sample 2 (below diagonal) 
of l\/lo17 X H99 F2;3 lines. 
GY EL ENP KWT 
GY 0.63** 0.61** 0.15 
EL 0.78** 0.42** 0.17* 
ENP 0.58** 0.51** -0.21** 
KWT 0.42** 0.33** -0.11 
*(**) significantly different at P < 0.05 (0.01). 
Table 3. Comparison of QTL locations, LOD scores, and phenotypic variance explained by the QTLs across 
two samples of 150 F2 3 lines derived Mo17 x H99 population. 
Trait Chr. Interval® Nearest locus LOD score Phenotypic variance^ 
a-b -c -d SP1 SP2 SP1 SP2 SP1 SP2 
1 1 -4 - BNL5.62 - 3.7 - 11.0 
1 15 -35  - UMC157 - 3,4 - 10,0 
1 60 -72  UMC13 NPI234 3.2 4.3 9.4 12,5 
1 189 - 203 - ISU006 - 3.8 - 11,3 
2 93 -130  - ISU117 - 2.7 - 8.0 
3 102-124  - NPI212 - 3.5 - 10.2 
5 59 -76  - BNL10.06 - 2.8 - 8,5 
6 8 -22  ISU079 - 7.1 - 19.6 -
6 86 - 120 BNL5.47 NPI280 2.2 15.4 6,5 38.2 
7 18 -44  - BNL15.40 - 2.2 - 6.6 
7 60 -86  BNL7.61 - 2.5 - 7,4 -
8 10 -32  UMC103 - 2.2 - 6.5 -
8 39-66  - ISU100 - 5.5 - 15.8 
Total 42.0 61.7 
Genotypic variance 68.9 74.4 
®Support interval of the QTL relative to the first locus in a given chromosome. 
®The percentage of variance explained by the QTL was estimated by the square on the partial correlation coefficient 


















Interval® Nearest locus LOP score Phenotypic variance^ 
a - b - c - d SP1 SP2 SP1 SP2 SP1 SP2 
6-35  











52 -68  





















































































Total 67.2 68,8 













Interval® Nearest locus LOP score Phenotypic variance^ 






4 -18  
79-85  
100-130  
40 -74  
91  -135  
53 -76  






































































a - b - c - d 
Nearest locus LOD score Phenotypic variance 
SP1 SP2 SP1 SP2 SP1 SP2 
1 6 - 6 2  
116-136  
156-183  
230 - 240 
22-42  
86-104  
4 -35  
30-59  
98-124  




0 -12  
72-92  
121 - 132 
135-142  
34 -64  
70-120  
74  -122  
132 -136 
50-71  
34 - 50 







































































































Table 4. Comparison of QTL effects, parental contributions, and gene actions across two samples of 
150 F2 3 lines derived Mo17 x H99 population. 
Trait Chr. Interval 







YLD (Mg Ha ') 1 1 -4 - -0.44 M - 0,24 P 
1 15-35  - 0.57 H - 0,41 P 
1 60 -72  -0.20 M -0.39 M 0.37 0,68 0 0 
1 189-203  - -0.39 M - 0,33 P 
2 93 -  130  - -0.35 M - -0,20 P 
3 102-124  - 0.33 H - 0,46 0 
5 59-76  - -0.28 M - 0.56 0 
6 8 -22  0 41 H - 0.26 - P 
6 86-120  -0.28 M -1.03 M 0.47 1,33 0 0 
7 -16 -10  - 0.18 H - 0,69 0 
7 26-52  0 23 H - 0.08 - P 
8 10-32  -0 21 M - -0.11 - P 
8 39-66  - -0.52 M - -0,04 A 
"The estimated additive component of the QTL due to the H99 allele. A negative value indicates the H99 decreased 
the trait value. M or H indicates the Mo17 or the H99 (parent that its additive effect increases the value of the trait). 
*The estimate of the dominant component of the QTL due to the H99 allele, A negative value indicates the H99 allele 
decreased the trait value. 
^Gene action is determined from the dominance/additive ratio. A, P, D, O indicate additive, partial dominance, 


















Interval Additive effect" Dominance effect* Gene action^ 
a - b - c - d  S P 1  S P 2  S P 1  S P 2  S P 1  S P 2  
6-35  - 8.9 H - 9.0 D 
61  -70  -4.8 M -9.2 M -0.3 4.0 A P 
128-137  - -5.9 M - 3.9 P 
160-176  -6.2 M - -2,0 - P 
189-203  - -5.8 M - 7.0 0 
64-88  1.1 H - -7.9 - 0 
101 -126 - -5.4 M - 4.8 D 
130-140  4.5 H - -2.0 - P 
65-124  - 2.2 H - 8.1 0 
54-78  -6.8 M - -0,5 - A 
125-128  - -5.2 M - 5.7 D 
178-184  -3.5 M - -4,3 - 0 
52-68  -4.7 M -6.0 M 0,4 8.0 A 0 
0 -22  4.6 H - -0,9 - A 
42-65  - -4.6 M - 3.3 P 
78-96  -4.7 M - 10.1 - O 
102-116  - -9.9 M - 17.1 O 
-11 - 17 - 1.6 H - 13.5 0 
44-101  2.3 H -2.4 M -6.0 11.3 O 0 
26-43  -6.5 M -7.5 M 1.2 2.4 A P 














Interval Additive effect" Dominance effect^ Gene action^ 
a - b - c - d  S P 1  S P 2  S P 1  S P 2  S P 1  S P 2  
16-67  
167 -190 
197 - 239 
76 - 104 
112 - 136 
4 -18  
79-85  
100-130  
6 -40  
57-101  
53-76  
7 -11  
-0 04 M 




































































16-62  1.97 H - 3.88 - 0 
116-136  -2.13 M - -0.70 - P 
156-183  - 3.11 H - -2.23 P 
230 - 240 -2.15 M - -0,38 - A 
22 - 42 2.76 H - 1,51 - P 
86-104  - -3.94 M - -1,97 P 
4 -35  - -4.13 M - 2.96 P 
30-59  -3.11 M -3.11 M -1.60 5,13 P 0 
98-124  - -2.62 M - 4,35 0 
0 -32  2 27 H - 0.06 - A 
54-80  -3,48 M - 3.54 - D 
122-134  3.29 H 2.35 H 0.32 2,55 A D 
164-182  2.73 H - -1.58 - P 
0 -12  -1.65 M - -1.34 - D 
72 - 92 -2 58 M -3.83 M 0.09 2,61 A P 
121 - 132 - -0.59 M - 5,76 0 
135-142  - 0.09 H - 6,89 0 
34-64  -3 61 M -3.60 M 0.19 1.25 A P 
70-120  -1 39 M -3.31 M 5.24 6.16 O 0 
40-88  2 46 H - -1.86 - P 
98 - 102 2 08 H - 1.47 - P 
50-71  -2 90 M -3.53 M 0.26 -3,93 A D 
34 - 50 -1 86 M - 1.08 - P 
66-92  -1 26 M - 7.36 - 0 
14-50  -1.98 M - 3.45 - 0 
O) 
O) 
Figure 1. QTL detection across two samples of 150 Fj s lines from tlie Mo17 x H99 population. 
Boxes represent support intervals for the QTL with a LOD score greater than 2.0. Black (Mo17) and 
light (H99) boxes indicate QTL one-LCD score intervals. The diamond indicates the peak of the 
QTL. Marker with one asterisk (*) indicate loci assayed from sample 1. Markers with two asterisks 
(**) indicate loci assayed from sample 2. Markers without an asterisks indicate loci found in 
samples 1 and 2. The names and distances of some loci located in dense genetic regions which not 
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The ability to detect a QTL depends upon the linkage disequilibnum between 
markers and alleles within the QTL. The F2 generation is a preferable experimental 
population for mapping because the population is at maximum linkage 
disequilibrium. The Fj generation is also suitable for an assessment of gene action 
(EDWARDS etal., 1987: SOLLER and BECKMANN, 1983). Herein, QTLs affecting 
plant stature, flowering, and kernel rows were studied in Fj plants of an elite single-
cross of maize inbred lines Mo17 x H99. Thirty-eight QTLs were identified, 24 for 
plant stature components (PHT, EHT, THT), 7 each for anthesis (POL) and KR. The 
Mo17 allele mainly contributed in increased PHT, EHT, and THT values. A high 
correlation was noticed between pairs of traits PHT - EHT and PHT - THT. 
Assessment by molecular markers aided in locating QTLs contributing to these 
correlations. 
The assessments of plant stature components indicated that most QTLs had 
additive to partial dominant gene action while some QTLs had overdominant gene 
action. Most PHT and EHT QTLs with large effects usually had additive gene 
action. 
Ten pairs of digenic interactions were found for PHT and POL. Two 
interactions for PHT were D x A and D x D types. Six of the 8 POL interactions were 
A X A types. One D x A interaction on PHT, involving the Bt1 locus of chromosome 
5 and BNL8.39 locus of chromosome 7, was found strongly associated with a PHT 
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QTL. This QTL, when assessed by the model with no-epistasis, had overdominant 
gene action. This finding may lead to a suspicion whether epistasis was involved in 
the heterosis of PHT, as recently observed for yield in rice (YU et al.. 1997). 
The use of replicated progeny has proven to be effective for QTL detection 
(COWEN etai, 1988; KNAPP and BRIDGES, 1990). Herein, a comparison of QTL 
detection in Fj and Fj.a generations suggested the agreement between theoretical 
and empirical studies. More QTLs were detected in in F2 generations. 
Forty-three plant stature QTLs were detected, 24 were in F2 and 28 were in F2.3. 
Nine plant stature QTLs were consistently detected in both generations. For 
flowering, 43 QTLs were detected, 22 were in F2 and 34 were in Fj s. Thirteen of the 
43 flowering QTLs were detected in the Fj and Fj s generations. These QTLs had 
the same parental allele, mostly Mo17, contributing to increased trait values. The 
high number of flowering QTLs with Mo17 allele is in agreement with the phenotypic 
data. There was a high degree of agreement between the number of QTL identified 
and the estimates of heritabiiity of the traits. The phenotypic correlations across 
generations seems to be associated with the consistency of QTL detection of the 
traits. 
Herein, sampling variation seems to contribute to the inconsistency of QTLs 
affecting plant stature, flowering, yield, and yield components across samples. For 
plant stature and flowering, 93 QTLs were detected, 37 QTLs for plant stature and 
56 QTLs for flowering traits. The consistency of QTL detection across samples 
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varied from 4.5 % (1 of 22) in SILK to 44.4 % (8 of 18) in ASI. Except for SILK 
QTLs, most QTLs with large effects in one sample were detected in the other 
sample. However, the magnitudes of QTL effects were not always consistent. In 
SILK, only one QTL with a medium effect was detected in both samples. All 
common QTLs for both samples had the same parental effects. 
For grain yield and yield components, 71 QTL were detected. Only 18 % 
were common in both samples. Of the 13 QTLs affecting GY, only 2 QTLs located 
in chromosomes 1 and 6 were common in both samples. The QTL within the 
region ISU093 - UMC62 of chromosome 6 was conserved when detected on the Fg 7 
generation (LEE and AUSTIN, 1996a), suggesting the QTL on chromosome 6 was 
consistent across samples, generations, and environments. For EL, 4 QTLs were 
common in both samples. Of the 12 QTLs affecting ENP, only 1 QTL was common 
across samples. Twenty-five KWT QTLs were detected in both samples, 24 % were 
common in both samples. Over all traits, the majority of common QTLs (85 %) had 
Mo 17 allele controlling the increased traits. 
The yield and yield component QTLs common across samples usually had a 
large effect in either one or both samples. Yet, there was no guarantee that QTLs 
with large effects in one sample would be detected in the other sample. In some 
instances, QTLs with medium or small effects could be present across samples. 
Both common GY QTLs had an overdominant gene action. 
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BEAVIS et al. (1994) mentioned tfiat the inconsistency of QTL detection may 
be due to the sampling variation, the genetic backgrounds, the progeny types, and 
the environmental effect. The genetic background and progeny types were 
excluded from the sources of inconsistency because both F2;3 samples were derived 
from the same population. Some levels of disagreement on environmental effects to 
the QTL were discussed by many authors (AUSTIN and LEE, 1998a,b; PATERSON 
etai, 1991; STUBER etai, 1992; BUBECKefa/., 1993; KOESTER efa/., 1993; 
RAGOT et al.. 1995: BEAVIS and KEIM, 1996; VELDBOOM and LEE, 1996). The 
confounding effect due to the genotype x environment interactions may affect the 
inconsistencies because the field experiments were conducted at different 
environments. However, the use of mean environments for QTL detection should 
increase the power of QTL detection (AUSTIN and LEE, 1998a; VELDBOOM and 
LEE, 1996b). The use of some different markers to map QTLs in SP1 and SP2 may 
contribute to the presence of unique QTLs, detected only in one sample. However, 
based upon the map position, this only influenced less than 10 % of the QTLs for 
each trait. The QTL analyses also took some advantages from the more sensitive 
method, composite interval mapping. Relative to simple interval mapping, 
composite interval mapping should increase the sensitivity of QTL detection 
because the effect of other QTLs located outside the defined interval was excluded 
(ZENG, 1994). Therefore, there was enough evidence that any inconsistency of 
QTL locations, effects, and actions were mostly due to the sampling variation. The 
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lack of QTL consistency across small samples verifies the result of theoretical 
studies (SOLLER and BRODY, 1976; BECKMANN and SOLLER, 1988; BEAVIS, 
1994; CARBONELL et al., 1993; VAN OOlJEN, 1992). 
The results of these studies have important implications to those concerned 
with marker-assisted selection by using a QTL map. Despite the fact that many 
QTLs were detected in each sample, less than 50 % of the QTLs were informative 
for selection due to inconsistencies across samples. Only QTLs common across 
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